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CHAPTER I

TYPOLOGIES OF ACTORS AND MODELS IN
INTER-/TRANS-NATIONAL RELATIONS





t •oologies of actors and models In lnter-/trans-nationaI relations 

, . t The classic paradigm of international relations

International relations, in the classical model, are seen as 

cr multi-polar interactions of units (the nation-states) that, 

tracting their autonomous foreign policies, try to take the greater 
a-ventage from the international environment. This model of the 

international system is completed and complicated by the presence 
cf alliances and, later, of Intergovernmental Organizations (IGOs). 

Cut this development does not change fundamentally the classic pa

radigm because the constituent units of these organizations are 

¿always nation-states.The metaphor usually employed to describe this 
rodel of international relations is the "billiard-ball model".

In the words of C.Alger: “The ’billiard ball model’ long guided 

research and teaching. It assumes that nation-states are unitary 

actors in international systems. It also assumes that nation states 

arc the most important actors, deeming it unnecessary to subject 
this assumption to empirical testing" (1) (cfr. fig. 1).

Her.3 Morgenthsu and Raymond Aron can be cited here as the most 

¡'•;;crtant exponents of the so called "political realism” (2). These 
fiwt*"crs are linked by a common belief thus summarized by Arend 
ti „'chart: "Les spécialistes des relations internationales qui pre- 

f < rcr-.t les méthodes traditionnelles adoptent généralement le modèle 
-‘«"archie internationale, choisissent l'Etat-nation comme unité

• ~./se, ont des objectifs orientés vers l'action et ne croient 
' î-‘ i.'on puisse édifier une théorie générale satisfaisante de leur





------- Domestic Interaction .

■----- — International Intersction

Fig. 1: The State-Centric (Billiard-Ball) Model.
Source: R.W.MANSBACH et al. , The web of world politics, p.4

1.2. Major criticisms against state-centric realism “

We will not insist here on the description of the classical .

paradigm of international relations. '

This model does not seem to be adequate any longer to grasp the 

entire realty of the system of international relations. The major 

challenges to it come from the increased relevance, on the international 

scene, of som.s (relatively) new actors. The awareness of the inadequacy 

of the state-centric' paradigm seems to be clear to the scholars that 

ere dedicating more and more time end effort to the study of such 

relevant actors as the multinational corporations, or some international 

non-goverr.rKntal organisations (INGOs: e.g. Red Cross International 

and the guerrilla movements of Palestine), and to the developing of 
new, more crr;:prehensivs models.





To summarize the most important changes in , world politics 

that makes the state-centric realism obsolete, J.S.. Nye
can be cited, who lists:

"a) the changing role of military force,

b) the increased role of communications across borders,

c) the degree of gcvernment involvement in the provision of
economic welfare,

d) the increase in the number of issues in international 

politics,

e) the increased role of non-state actors which in a sense

could be said to have private foreign policies in their own,

f) the management of foreign policy (there are direct contacts 

among what were once considered domestic bureaucracies of 

different governments]” (4).

J.Rcsenau presents a list of changes*which for certain aspects can 
he added tc that of J.S.Nye: "one (change) is the proliferation cf 

macro units (actors). A second is the substantive decline in the ca

pacity oi the governments to meet the challenges and, indeed, to 

govern. A third is the extensive mushrooming of subgroup loyalties and 
a corresponding growth of divisivness in national communities. A fourth 

is the growing demand for a redistribution of wealth on the part of 

disadvantaged groups and nations. And a fifth is the broad expansion of 

the rang?? of issues about which macro units conflict” (5).
All these changes can be summarized into two broad groups

a) change?, that affected the number and the type of the "relevant” 

actors of tne international relations and, b) changes in the modes of 

interaction among thene old and rnew‘' actors.





1.3. Alternative paradigms of international relations

As a first remark, it has to be stressed that these new 

developments lead to a certain obsolescence of the very term 

"international relations", seeming more appropriate to speak "in 

the most general sense, of ’global interactions' as movements of 
information, money, physical objects, people, or other tangible or 

intangible items across state boundaries" (6). This definition in 

itself includes the major features common to the new approaches to 
international relations.First of all a change in perspective from the 

international relations seen as the simple sum of the foreign 
policies of the various nation-states to a perspective where "we 

are dealing with a much more complex configuration of human and 

other factors: i.e., with relationships which are not necessarily 

or exclusively purposive and which, as a result call for descriptions 

and explanations which essentially cover a different and much wider 

spectrum of phenomena on a higher level of analysis and abstraction”(73« 

This higher level of analysis has been explored by many authors who 

have built models of "world politics", "world society”, or "global * 

society” (8).

The second aspect highlighted in the above seen definition is 

that of paying attention to the "movement of tangible and intangible 

items across state boundaries", a perspective stressed by the authors 
of the s.c. "behavioralist revolution”, that are characterized by a 
growing attention to the manifest behavior of the actors that enter 

in their models. This fact le.eds to an important enhancement in the 

studies of international relations, trying to give empirical foundation 

to the assertions contained or deducible from the models. This process 
has been a troublesome one, in the sense that the quantifying efforts 

lead many authors to build very accurate instruments to measure 

quite marginal aspects of international relations, thus loosing the 

original purpose of developing a comprehensive vision of the ever 
more complex international interactions. The recognition of these





shortcomings lead to the "neo-behavibralist" approach^ that tries to 

operata a synthesis between the quantitative efforts of the former 

behavioralists and the realist wisdom of the traditionalists. (9)

1.4. Typolĉ .xrjs of actors in lnter-/trans-national relations

It liar been already underlined that an important result of the 

change of perspective in the theory of international relations has 

been the recrgnition cf the admissibility of "new” actors as sub
stantial participants in the web of world affairs.

The moLt inportent efforts developed by several authors to 

Croup them in possibly comprehensive typologies will be considered 

here, but first of all some general definitions will be given of 

what is considered as an actor in this new perspective. In the 

definition or R.W.Keohane endJS.Nye ”a significant actor is any 

sor.ewhat e'jt«Homous individual or organization that controls 
GishsLanti -2.1 resources and participates in political relationships with 

actcrs acri Ec; state lines. Such actor need not to be a state" (10)(our 

emphasisj,

The stress here is not on the attribute of sovereignty ithet -£ 
proper only cf the nation-state), but on other attributes: autonomy, 

control of resources and transnational (across state lines) relation

ships.

While ohe control of substantial resources and the existence of 

rslaticnshi;:r. across Plate lines are not questionable, dealing with 

most of thi. ’.rensnati onal actors, the attribute of autonomy deserves 

a little mscur-sior,.

On tl;p relevance of this attribute, to define an actor, we can 

bat? n.W.Mnnpr-ech et ai. : "An actor in global politics should be 

defined nritiier by the ascriptive quality of sovereignty nor by the 
descriptiva characteristic, cf territoriality; instead, it should





bs defined fay the behavioural attribute of autonomy. Autonomy refers 

to the ability of leaders of an organized unit to undertake behaviour 

that could not be predicted by reference to other actors or authori
ties" (11}.

The problem is that of.assessing whether actors other than

nation-states exercise an influence in world politics, the degree
of their autonomy, their patterns of behaviour and the impact they

have in the international arena.

t We mcintain intact that in the real world, for reasons of

interdependence of the system neither cases of perfect autonomy
exist

nor no autnncny.We can only speak of degrees of autonomy attributed 

to the variour. types of actors. Once this statement is accepted;a 

question r'ey be raised on what are the determinants of the varying 

degree of autonomy enjoyed by the actors considered. While a part of 

ths ans'.-.rr can be found by examining variables internal to the 

actor, such -3s: the rrode of action, the internal structure, certain 
psychologicattributes of the agents of the organizations consi

dered, we cc.n expect that mcst of the determinants of the behavior of 

the actcrs reside in the environment. The emphasis on the ’’environ-' 

rr.entnl” variables is strictly related to the degree of autonomy enjoyed 

by the ectcrD to the point that we could even "measure" it by means 

cf the re*.: c of internal/external independent variables used in 

attempt, ir-jr to predict the behavior. In the case of transnational 
partners j, nan be anticipated that their autonomy is not expected 

to 5cere, vfry high. Notwithstandingj a certain degree of autonomy ~

does sxisi, henefi the? ndmissibility to include also these "weak” 

partners in a comprehensive typology.

The f:L: i.t impcr-.model that tries to match the theory to 

the reality cf the ";:’.-foal interactions" has been developed by 

Keohane arr: i-Jye. The two authors propose the "world politics paradigm”.

They stein. by addi.n̂  ths societal level to the classic model of 

interstate Dnlitics; i Fic.2).

12
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---------- Clossic interstate politics

---------- Domestic politics .

. -------- - Tronsnotiono! interactions

G = Government '
S * Society '

JGO- Intergovernmental organization •

Fig. 2: Transnational interactions and interstate politics

Source: KECK¿.NE and NYE, Transnational relations in world politics, 
p .  730. .

They then further develop the mcdel taking into account the faqt
*

that the actors zrs not always unitary, thus justifying the choice 

of a stratifying dimension:"this second dimension, centralization of 

control, involves the realization that subunits of governments may 

also have distinct foreign policies which are not all filtered through 

the top leadership and which do not fit into a unitary actor model” CH).

The resulting scheme is the one we can see in fig. 3 below,where 

the two authors ic'nntify also the type of interactions that taKe place 

between the various couples of actors.
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A Slates as units IS TG IS TG TN TN

B Governmental subunits TG TG TG TG TN TN

C Intérnational organ
izations as units

IS TG IS TG TN TN

D Subunits of interna
tional organizations

TG TG TG TG TN TN

E Transnationzl organ- ** 
izations as units

TN TN TN . TN TN TN

F Subunits of transna
tional organizations; 
also certain individuals

TN TN TN TN TN TN

IS = Interstate interactions

TG = Transncvemmenial interactions

TN - Trar.snaiional interactions

TG « TN = Transnationel relations

TG ♦ TN •*■ !S = World politics interactions

Fig‘. 3: Bilateral interactions in world politics
Source: KEOKANE and NYE, Transnational relations and world 

Politics, p.732.

This is a better approximation to a more comprehensive vision

of the global interactions, and is a step beyond the vision of the

"billiard ball model". Some actors are however left out of this

model and only a later development of it by Mansbach, Ferguson and

Lampert 03) seems to have reached a more satisfying degree of

accuracy. These authors break down the category of the transnational

organisations into three separate acto*“B labelled as: "governmental 
noncentral", "intrastate nongovernmental” and individuals, while

Yieglecting the distinction in units/subunits.
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IN T ERST A TE IN T RA STA T E
IN T ER ST A T E  NON- G O VER N M EN TA L NON

G O V ER N M EN TA L G O VERN M EN TAL N A T IO N ST A T E N CN CEN TRAL G O V ER N M EN T A L IN D IV lO 'JA l

IN T ERST ATE
G O V ER N M EN T A L

UN-NATO
(1950)

UN International 
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{Palestine)

EEC-Franco
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African
nates

OAU- Bialra Arab League- 
A l Fttah

Grand Mu^ti 
of >rusa'c-n- 
Arab Leig--«

IN T ERST A TE
N O N G O VERN M EN TA L

UN-International 
Red Crow 
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Shell Oil 
ESSO  (1972)

USSR- 
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(1920* s)

IE.VI- 
Scotland -
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Sun-Yat sen- 
Comir.tern

N A T IO N ST A T E  '

EEC-Franco
phone
African
lUteS

USSR- 
Comintern 
( 1020’s)

"traditional
alliances"
(NATO)

Betgium-
Katanga
(1960)

North 
Viemar^- 

Viet Cong

U. S. • Jam ts 
Donovan

G O V ER N M EN T A L
N O N CEN TRAL OAU Bufr» j  m

I8.V-
Scotland

Belgiurr.-
Kilanga
(1900)

N. Y. Mayor- 
Moscow Mayor 

(1973)

Algerian 
rebels- 
French * 

Socialists 
(1954)

South
African

merce'ta'ies-
Katanga

IN T R A ST A T E 
NONGOVE RN.V.cNTAL

Arab Lcoguc- 
Al Fatah

( ITT-AI'cnde 
Opposi tion 

(Ch>le)

North 
Vietnam- 
Viet Cong

Ulster
Protestant
Vanguard
(1970)

Corr.r.unist 
Pa-ty USSR- 
Communist 

Pzrtv German 
Democratic 

Reoublic

Geo's*
Gnvas-
Gr*e'<

C yp ru s

t

•NOIVIDUAL
Grind Multi 
o '
Arab League

Sufi Yet j«n. 
Contintern

U. S. • James
u0f'0\’3n

South 
African 

r c 'c c -' 3' ics- 
K^tcnrja 
(1360

Georg* 
Grivaj- . 
Grrek 

Cycnots

Loui; of 
Corbie* 

G a "  r ii 
Col.j-'y 
(1552!

Fig. 4: Alignments in a complex congrolerate system, .
* Source: MANSBACH, FERGUSON and LAMPERT, The web of world politics,

p. 42

A final development has been that of C.F, Alger (14), who divides 

the level below the nation stste in Provincial and City, providing for 

all th5 levels (except the individual) the distinction between govern

mental and r.on-governmentel (cfr. fig. £>).

\





Interstate Nongovernmental 16

Nation-State Governmental •

Nation-State Nongovernmental

Provincial Governmental •

Provincial Nongovernmental •

City Governmental 

City Nongovernmental

Individual

Fig. 5 - Extension of the Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert Paradigm.
Source: C.F.ALGER, The Impact of cities on international systems.

It can be added that Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert propose a 

further classification of the actors according to their principal

task or the issue area where their activity is concentrated (cfr.
t • .

fig.6).

■ P H Y S IC A L  
PR O T EC T IO N EC O N O M IC

P U B L IC
IN T E R E S T G R O U P  S T A T U S

IN T E R S T A T E
C O V ER N K 'iE 'JT A i.

N A TO G A T T W HO British
Commonwealth

IN T E R S T A T E  
N O NGOVC t< N.VIENTAL At Fatah

Royal
Dutch

Petroleum

International 
Red C'OsS Comintern

N A T IO N S T A T E
Turkiih  Cypriot 

Government 
Officials

U . S 
Oc,)i. of 

Commence
H EW  ' Biafra

G G V E fU .M E N T A L  
NONCE .\ }R A L

Confederacy Kaunça New York City Quebec

lf,’T R A S T ,\ T f 
N O N G O V t r.N f.'.EN TAL

Jewivh
D fftn ie
L t? ju e

C A R E Ford
Foundation Ibo tribe

IN D IV ID U A L Gustav von Ro'.tn Jcsn  Monnet
Andrew ‘ 
C*rn<sie Dalai Lama

Fig. 6 - Actors defined by membership and principal task
(Source: MANSBACH, FERGUSON and LAMPERT, The web of 
world politics, p.42)





From this brief review it can be clearly understood that the 

effort to accurately classify the actors might become a quite complex 

one, due to the fact that the criteria (variables) considered crucial 

by the authors are not consistent end sometimes not exhaustive in the 

formulation of the items of the variables. The most important trouble 

derive^ from the fact that the authors propose classifications that 

are constructed by collapsing together more variables in a composite 

typology without explicitly defining the variables involved.

To make an example: Keohane and Nye classify the actors in 

governmental, intergovernmental, non-governmental. (15). They do not 

seem sv.'are or, at least, do net say explicitly that their classifi

cation derives from the use of two dichotomous variables that define 
the governmental/non-governmental and the internal/international 

dimensions. The crosstabulation of two dichotomous variables produces 

four cells, but in the classification of Keohane and Nye only three 

of them appear. The missing cell refers to the international non

governmental actors: quite an important omission if w g  think of such 

organizations as the Red Cross International , the World Council of 

Churches or the Multinational Corporations. The omission has bEen • 

revealed by C.F.Alger (16)f whc fills the gap and goes further, 

through the work of Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert, expanding the 

mode] to include the five levels (inter-state, nation-state, provin

cial, city and individual) that we have already seen.

Can we say that the process of refinement of the model has 

reached a satisfectnry degree of accuracy and evidence? It could 

be stated that the process' of continuous adding up to fill the gaps 
found, v/nen confronting the models with reality, has brought a certain 

degre? cf fuzziness and arbitrariness in the classification.

Instead of trying to make an extra effort to improve the proposed 

models, it seems more advisable to reconsider what are the most crucial 

variables and, on the basis of them, to propose a classification.





The first aspect to take into consideration is that when we 

speak of actors in inter-/trans-national interactions most of the time 

we are confronted with abstract entities (governments, nations) or 

physical objects (cities) that cannot act. These interactions are 

in fact carried out by individuals who hold a role in the organi

zations and represent them. Individuals instead can act either 

being part of non formalized groups or as single individuals that 

can have transnational contacts. Thus it can be proposed that the 

first classification of actors will be based on the dichotomy, 

individual/s - organization/s, whereas the second item comprises all 

the instances where the individuals who act internationally represent 

not (only) themselves, but a social group, however formalized.

The second fundamental dichotomy proposed is the external (in- 
(national)ternational)/internal one. It might seem contradictory with what has 

be'en said up to this point, in particular the stress on the need to 

break the billiard ball model, to indicate as fundamental the border 

that divides the organizations that are inside from those that are 

outside the nation-states. It must be reminded anyhow that whatever
*

new important actors we will find, their actions will become relevant 

only if and when they interact across nation-state borders, whatever 

our definition of these interactions: international, transnational, 

transgovei'nmental, transfrontier, etc.

Thirdly it can ba proposed to use in the classification of the 

actors the above seen governmental/non-governmental dichotomy. This 

subdivision has to be considered very important since it legitimizes 

all non-governmental organizations to be considered as significant 

actors in the international interplay.

The resulting scheme shown in figure 7 below is what could be 
considered a defensible "hard core” of a classification of actors 

in global interactions: the last two dichotomies not being, of 

course, applicable to the individual level.
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ORGANIZATIONS

INDIVIDUALS

INTERNA
TIONAL

O.N.U.
N.A.T.O.
O.S.A.
O.P.E.C.

Red Cross International 
World Council of Churches 
I.B.M.Corporati on 
I.P.S.A.

U.S.A. Columbia University
NATIONAL Italy Solidarnos •

Malta Harlem Globitrotters
Vatican City "Chino Ermacora" Folklore 

Group

The Friulian earthquaked populations

Fig. 7 - A basic typology of inter-/trans-national actors

The proposed classification is not meant to diminish the 

descriptive and heuristic merits of all the further proposed 

subdivisions; it 5s only stated that these are the minimal neces

sary and sufficient categories that can be employed.

Also with this elementary and seemingly clear cut typology, 

problems might arise when trying to classify as non-governmental 

certain organizations, internal to the Eastern popular democracies,

where the state is heavily present also in voluntary organizations. 

Secondly, troubles might arise when dealing with the international 

organizations. When interactions occur inside the international 

organizatifcns we can classify them as internal to the organiza

tional bucreaucracyj this way they are out of our concern.

Whgn these international organizations interact with nation-states 

or with actors internal to them, these interactions became relevant

and also the requisite of crossing a nation-state border is
should fce done

respected.However what when interactions occur between cr among 

organizations of international level’te.g.: NATO-ONU rela

tions)? Should we introduce, following C.F.Alger, an abstract
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border between the international and a new inter-international 

level? (]?) Once the possibility of having these "second level inter
national interactions" is accepted.we must be aware that there 

are ever growing chances -for the birth of "second level international 

organizations”. Several such organizations already exist, C.F.

Alger lists, for examplejthe Advisory Committee on Coordination (ACC) 

set up to coordinate the activities of a number of United Nations 

agencies, or the International Council of Scientific Unions, which is an 

agency comprised of representatives of 18 scientific unions (18).
Referring to the sub-classifications of the actors that were left 

out of the proposed typology, we can try to assess their relevance 

together with their deficiencies.

Let us firstly consider the internal organizations (actors).

Here a^ain the most promising subdivision is another dichotomy:
cenfcral/ncn-central or national/sub-national reach cf the organi- 

t

zation. This subdivision has not been introduced in the proposed 

"hard-core1* classification since it seems hardly applicable to the 

internal non-governmental organizations. For some of these organi

zations there are no problems in stating their national reach (e.g. 

national political parties. Trade Unions, Chambers of Commerce).For 

other organizations the task to delimits their reach is much more 

difficult. The example can be made of the local parties: they can ¡f* 

have theiT' political membership and/or audience in several cities 

or provinces , wftlchcan be part of a region or of a group of adjacent 

regions. Another example can be the case of the commercial or 

industrial firms.whichhave a sub-national, but not easily delimitsble 

market. Finally the example can be made of a University: it is often 

labelled by the city where it is located (e.g.: University of Bologna), 

their cvudents and professors are recruited on a regional or pluri- 

regionel base and its cultural "and scientific influence may reach the 

national and sometimes international environment (e.g. HIT).
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Tha case of the governmental internal actors seems to be much 

more manageable: the introduction of the governmental non-central 

category does not create problems, but only if we do not attempt _

to go further. The above seen subdivision (in Provincial and City)

proposed by A]ger, is in fact quite useful for the particular type of 

analysis of this Author, who stresses the impact and role of cities 

in the international environment (19), and it will be employed also 

in the present research. It creates instead many problems if we want 

to propose a typology where the categories have to be exhaustive and 

mutually exclusive. Firstly, because there are other administrative 

subdivisions than the two proposed: in the Italian case the Provinces 

together with the Regions, and in the case of the U.S.A., the Counties, 

if Provincial is referred to the States. Secondly, we would not Know 

how to classify certain "second order" territorial entities composed 

of several Corrmunes (e.g. the Council of Greater London or the "Comu- 

rdta Furitane").

Similar problems are encountered when accepting the other subdi

visions or specifications proposed. As the classification
refers •according to the task of the organization (20), it can be said, first

of all, that the list of issue areas proposed is not at all exhaustive. 

Secondly, many actors could be classified in more than one category, 

thus rais-.ng a problem of ncn mutual exclusiveness of the categories 

employed. It could be bypassed by trying to classify the actor 

following its prevalent or major task, but this is not always feasible, 

especially for these organizations that are institutionally "al1-purpose"(21 ). 

These shortcomings might sugger-t not introducing the sectorial clas
sification in the model. Rather it could be taken into consideration 

when locking at the? actual behavior of the actor, thus classifying 

the single •’vent-interaction following the prevalent sector of activity 

involved. -

21
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The subdivision of the actors in units and subunits proposed 

by Keohane end Nye should be considered not satisfying either, since 
it appears more useful to adopt an alternative strategy, proposed 
elsewhere (2 2), which considers the actor always as an unitary one 

while entering in the model another variable which specifies what is 

the organ of the actor that took part in the interaction. Moreover,

Keohane and Nye propose this subdivision to take account of the 

functional articulation of the governmental bureaucracies. If this 

is considered acceptable, it may be noted that there is also often present

5 territorial articulation of the governmental bodies. These 
lest administrative units are also actors, who fall under the 

category "governments as subunits" and as such they should be 

included in the mode], thus rendering it even more complicated.

1.5. Intrr-/trans-national organisations vs. inter-/trans-national
i n t tr r c tlons

1’r-i «adjectives: international, transnational and several others 

are uced in turn to qualify actors and/or types of interaction.

Problems [¡.¿¡y arise in employing these terms if certain distinctions 

are not r.Itjarly singled out. It can be proposed in fact that, while 
the actcrs that are placed at the level of the nation-state or below 

it (those in the "internal" cells) can never be qualified as inter

national er transnational actors, but they can be possibly involved 

in int-x.: national or transnational interactions. The actors- that are 

placed c.t ^he "interr^tional" level are, by definition,international 

(or triv'.Frjtional) actors, but not always, not necessarily involved 

in int!;r-/'trans-nf?tianal interactions. To put it more clearly, it 

can be said, for exafnols, that the transnational organizations (e.g.

Rod Cross International) are not always engaged in transnational 

interactions (e.g. when contacts are carried out among individuals 
of dif-fc^nt nation;.» are members of the organization), and

the tren: ~«-;*.ionel interactions (e.g. town-twinning) arc not always
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carried cut by transnational organizations (in the prcpcsec exerple 

the City Councils). All what has been said follows frcrr> the fact tfet 

what happens inside one single actor is not considered here as an 

*nter-/trans-national interaction. The interactions:, beccre relevant 
to oar studies only if and when they occur between cr er.crg twc 

or more such actors, and the above seen clause, of the targibleYTters 

that cross a (in certain instances imaginary) border, has to te 
respected (23).

Leaving aside for the moment the problem of clearly defining 

and labelling the interactions that might occur between the actcrs 

of the abcve proposed typology, some more words are to be scent in •

trying tc ¿efine better the actors that have been placed at the 

internet!.ir.al level and that have been tentatively labelled as 

either governmental or non-governmental international organizations.

The international governmental organizations can be easily icentified, 

also folIci.ing the classical paradigm, being formed exclusively by 

an association of nations or governmental bureaucracies, and there 

is a wide accord in celling them international organizations without 

any qualifications. The international non-governmental organizations
4

are iisteed Quite often called transnational organizations. The 

difference between the two has been quite clearly traced by S.P. 
Huntington: "An international organization requires the identification 

and crsaticn of a cornman interest emong national groups. This common 

interest rvy be easy to identify, such as the exchange of mail. Or 

it may be the product of extensive time-consuming negotiation among 

national units. A transnational organization, on the other hand, has. 

its own interest whicn Inheres in the organization and its functions, 

which may or may not b« closely related tc the interest cf national 

groups. tiers participate in international organizations; transnational 

organizations operate within .nations. International organizations are 

designed tc facilitate the achievement of a ccmmon interest among 

many nations 1 units. Transnational organizations are designed tc
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facilitate the pursuit of a single interest within many national 

units. The international organization requires accord among nations; 

the transnational organization requires access to nations (24).

While the difference between international and transnational 

organizations seem to be clearly defined, there is no agreement 

among the authors on the acceptance of the transnational label for 

all the international non-governmental organizations. This term, in . 
fact, is often substituted or placed side by side with others, which 

are alternatively used according to certain features of the organi

zations considered. Making the example of the most widely studied 

and relevant international non-governmental actors: the Multinational 

Corporation, we can see from the following table provided by the French 
scholar M.Merle, that the list of adjectives employed is quite long(25).

B-.-É

ande l ’nité inler- 
—ritoriale (G.U .l.)

Ensemble organisé de moyens soumis ù un centre 
de décision unique capable d'autonomie à l'égard du 
; marché et dont les établissements productifs sont 
¡situes sur plusieurs territoires nationaux.

Entreprise multina- 
lionaJe

Entreprise dans laquelle, qu’il s’a s iîic  de sa 
ture ou de sa politique, les opérations à l ’ct 
sont à égalité avec les opérations nationales, e 
la direction est prête à répartir les ressources 
société sans souci de froNtières nationales pt 
teindre les objectifs. Les décisions re.tcr.t so* 
à des influences nationales car la prjprivtc et 
rcctions centrales demeurent ur.inatinnalr.s.

K lN D F .L B F R C E n

-it reprise nationale
Primauté des méthodes utilisées dans le pavs du 

siigc et des lois de ce J>avs,
•

-it reprise m ultina
tionale

Entreprise authentiquement sensible aux tradi
tions locales et respectant les souverainetés et les 
politiques locales. .

Entreprise transna
tionale

Société multinationale gérée et possédée p 
personnes d’oriçines nationales dilîérentes. 
fait, les décisions échappent à l'optique natioi

Dciitc Internatio
nale

Société pratiquant des opérations si fluides que, 
pratiquement, elles ne sont plus à la portée des poli
tiques nationales d'aucun pays, ce qui la laisse libre, 
dans uue certaine mesure, de prendre des décisions 
dans l'intérêt de la seule efficacité de la société.

Entreprise suprana
tionale

Entreprise transnationale juridiquement d< 
nalisée du fait qu'il lui est permis de se tain  
gistrer exclusivement auprès d’un organisme 
national créé par une convention internationa 
la contrôle et auquel elle paie des impôts.

. A. M ich a l e t

»(reprises plurina
tionales

Entreprise effectuant, sous une forme ou sous une 
autre en fonction de sa spécialisation, des investis
sements directs dans plus d ’un pays et concevant 
ses opérations dans le piésetit et l'avenir, au niveau 
de la fiestion courante ou à celui de la stratégie à long

S ! E .  K o l f e  

Société internatio
nale

»

Société ayant des unités de production d a r  
sieurs pays et dont 2 5 %  des actifs de la sociét ■" 
défaut 2 5 %  de son chiffre d’affaires, d i sa 
d'œuvre ou de ses résultats) sont & l'étranger.

ternie, dans une perspective internationale. (1) M. B vé , • Kelations économique* internationales •, /'r/tii -

n i l .M fT T P .R

nirrp riv  it attitude
cltiuot'i-iilriijuc

nln-prisc à attitude 
I'Ohcrntriquc

ntri'priif i  attitude 
Rtocrntrique

■ 1 
■ i 1
Orientée vers le pays d'ortfiinc.

Paris, 19U5; C. P. KiSDt.Mir.nc.i n, ¡.es invr%ln'.rni'ii(f «.'<■* r.tm-C, 
le monde, Calmann-I.évy. Paris, 1971 ; C. A . M iciiALrT. L'erj/- r'n.- 
nationale, Ounod, Paris, 1970; H. ri.iil-MLiTi.n, • lAMilrcprbe intern; : 
trois conceptions », Jlrvue (ctnomi-itir ft natale. Lausanne, 1'. Y. > ; II.-:
iiissos , Itilrrnatinnul bt'Mntst l ’vtieti. Hull 1 vj n-' ï..»r t Winston, ,\t

Orientée vers le pays d'accueil. • »**« 5 s - E - Ko‘ SocUté Cha«»*« >*Uci»*lk 
r  commerce. Pans. lPftil. ..

A  orientation mondiale.
Source : D a t a r ,  • Les firmes multinational»-«. ., Tmrcv.x t( reth 

orotjieclive, n* 31, La. J^n/menlahon /rcr.fiise. 1373. p. »•i bt. '

■ Hntuvsns 
mrr;iri\o interna-
limi.iic

Entreprise-dans laquelle les. opérations intema- 
tioimlos sont consolidées ilans un bureau faisant 
partie (îi- la hii'Tuieîiie au niveau <le l.i division et qui, 
eu isi.it 1ère de politique, est disposée ù envisager 
toutes les stratégies possibles en vue de la pénétra
tion des marchés internationaux —  Jusqu'à l'inves
tissement direct. ~ i  i • ^

Tab. 1 - Different definitions of fr.uiti • 
national corporations ■;< 

S o u r c e :  £ ?  = ! ? ' . r r  i  r- 

relations ir.tern«itic!r.âi-_s. 
p p .  3 25-327.





It could be stated, following S.P.Huntington that "there is 
no point in debating definitions. But there is a need to insure 

that definitions clarify rather than obscure distinctions" (26). 

Hence it could be favoured that attempts are undertaken by the 
scholars to put more order in the matter. For the scope of the 

present research, which will be centered on the analysis of trans
national interactions between actors who , for the greatest part, 

pertain to the nation-state level or below it, the above-seen 

distinction of the international level in governmental and non
governmental, seems to be sufficiently sharp and clear.

1.6. Defining the interactions

Having first identified the actors, the following step is to define 
the interactions that occur between them. When the nation-states 
and the international organizations were the only recognized relevant 
actors, the problem was solved by labelling all the interactions 

between these subjects as international W  ). Not without certain 

cautions in accepting this term. P.A.Reynolds points at the presence 
of three options in labelling these interactions: they could be 
called inter-state, inter-governmental or inter-national. This 

alternative follows from his differentiation of the actors: "states 

are actors in the fermai diplomatic and legal network of relationship 
Governments are actors in that they make the decisions and.formulate 

the policies by which the states' roles in the formal network are 

determined. Nation?; are actors, though they usually lack formal 

structures, in the sense that their aspirations and their antipathies 
effect the behaviour of governments, and that relationships among 

their mer-.bsrs may cross state frontiers" (2&). After examining the

advantages and shcrt-comings of the three alternatives * the 
Author affirms that "the least unsatisfactory solution seems to

be to retain the customary 'international restions' ss the name of

this segment of Knowledge with which we are concerned" (29).
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Other reasons for accepting this solution come from the
consideration that the differentiation between states and governments

is one that has relevance from a legal, diplomatic point of view, but
it lo ses its importance in a political science perspective. As refers to
the nation and the sub-national actors we are here less interested

in the role they have in determining or influencing the governmental are
policies, and^much more inclined to consider these subjects as actors 
"per se". We need to employ a different label to describe their 

interactions, the international one being already occupied in defining 
the relations that occur among the actors in the classical "billiard 

ball" model. This "newly" coined term is "transnational interactions".
In the definition of Keohane and Nye: "we speak of transnational 

communication, transportation, finance and travel when we refer to 
nongovernmental or only partially governmental interactions across 
state bcuniaries. Thus, 'transnational interactions' is our term to 

describe the movement of tangible or intangible items across state
boundaries when at least one actor is not an agent of a government or

an intergovernmental organization” f 3Ci) .
It must also be added that Nye makes use also of the term *

"transgovernmental" interactions employed by Reynolds with a dif
ferent meaning: his definition being that “these are interactions 

among subunits of different governments that are not closely controlled 

or guided by policies of cabinets of chief executives of the govern

ments” (31). It is not the point here to discuss deeply this further 
differentiation because in the "hard core” classification of the 
actors s:.:t;n above the nation-state governmental actcrs have been 

treated ¿26 unitary ones. It can only be said that the acceptance of 
the admissibility of "transgovernmental interactions", as separate 
from tho broader "international interactions”, follows from the 

tsccGptar-CE of the possibility of a "loose control” or of an "autonomy" 

of the single departments of a central government . While the author 

a .'firms that it can be demonstrated empirically that this is the case
in several Instances, we maintain anyhow that the '"transgovernmental"

as
category to be cansiduredAe sub-species of the "international” one,
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that is not fundamental, but introduced and descriptively useful only 

for the particular scope of the analysis carried out by the Author.
It can be considered on the same level of differentiation that is 

operated in the present work between transnational and transfrontier 

interactions, the second being a sub-species of the former,which has 

been introduced for descriptive analytical reasons to differentiate 
those transnational interactions that occurr between actors 
residing on the two sides of a border.

The scheme presented below shows how the relations that occur'
between all the previously identified actors should

be defined. It is based on the scheme by Keohane and Nye presented 
which wasabove (32.} ,A modified to introduce the international non-governmental 

actors. . . The actors are considered unitary

for the above-mentioned reasons and also because the differentiation 
in units/sub-units is not easily applicable to all the actors involved. 

ïn__ the scope of the present analysis the individuals not formally 
organized can be grouped together with the internal non-governmental 

actors.

W1ENTAL

ÜVCR WîtNTAL

GOVERNMENTAL NGN-GOVERNMENTAL
Internal Interna

tional Internal Interna
tional ■

Internal IN IN TN TN

Interna
tional IN IN2 TN TN2

Internal TN TN TN TN

Interna
tional TN TN2 TN

?
TN

da: IN =* International Interactions j TN = Transnational Interactions;2 7IN = "Second level” International Interactions ,• TN = "Second level" 
'YrriftSnaticnal Interactions.

Fig. 3 - Bilateral interactions
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Whit a close inspection of the scheme it can be noted, first of 

all, that the interactions that fall in the four cells of the upper 
left corner and in the four cells of the lower right corner, occur 

between actors^ both * governmental and non-governmental.
Thus these interactions can be easily classified alternatively, 

according to the above accepted definitions, as international or 
transnational. A problem of classification arises when considering 

the other two corners, because in these cases the two actors involved 
are not homogeneous. The solution proposed by Keohane and Nye is that 

the "lower", non-governmental, actor defines the type of these mixed 
interactions. They are all classified under the transnational labsi 

since "at least cne actor is not an agent of a government or an inter

governmental organization" (3 3!. An exponent has been put in those 
cells that indicate interactions that, occur between actors 
are both at the international [governmental and/or non-governmental) 

level. These interactions might be called, for example, second level 
international interactions or, following C.F.Alger, super-international 

interactions (3 0.
«

' It can be furtherly observed that the cells that are placed in 
the descending left to right diagonal of the scheme indicate interactions 

that occur between actors who are homogeneous according to both the two 

criterion variables (dichotomies) adopted. The two, lower left and 
upper right, triangles are specular and hence one of the two is 
redundant. This can also clearly be seen in the figure that shows the 

alignments in a complex conglomerate system by Mansbach, Ferguson 

and Lampert (35). The redundancy might be eliminated in the case of 
bilateral int&ractions adopting the rule that the actors defined in 
the column variable are those who originated and/or hosted the event- 

intsraction considered.In this way the quantity of information that can 

be input in i;ho matrix would be-enhanced.





A final problem arises from the fact that the proposed scheme

seems more apt to manage interactions of the bilateral (two actors

involved) type. The rule that the lower level (non-governmental)
in factrelevant actor participating in the interactionAdefines it, could 

anyhow be applied also in defining the multilateral interactions..
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2. The partition of the field

In the preceeding paragraphs, . the most fundamental changes in
the international interplay, have been discussed,

that lead to a change in the same paradigms that guide the research

in the field of international relations. We have seen that these
changes occurred at the level of the actors and at the level of the
interactions among them.

. as
These elements concur to form what has been defined^the inter

national system. According to an accepted definition, a system is, 

in fact, "a set of objccts together with relationships between these 
objects and between their attributes" (1). This definition, applied 
to the international system, has been transformed in the following,
proposed by M.Merle: "Je propose d’appeler système international
l'ensemble des relations entre les principaux acteurs que sont les 
Etats, les Organisations internationales et les forces transnationales. 
En conséquence, 1'environment sera consitué par l'ensemble des facteurs 

(naturel, économique, technologique, démographique, idéologique) dont 
< * la combination influe sur la structure et sur le fonctionnement du 

système" (2 ).
This definition introduces in ths model another complication 

because of the presence (questioned by some authors) of an envi

ronment (3). But this is a needed complication, if we agi'ee that:

"whenever the system thinker is asked to explain the behavior of a

particular 'unit', an organism, the delinqueilt child, a social class, 
or the state, the explanation is always formulated at a higher level 
of analysis. The particular 'unit' is placed in the context of a 
broader system. It is assumed that the behavior of the 'unit' is 
conditioned by the nature of the system” (4).
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The recognition of all these interplaying aspects might end 

up in a quite paradoxical situation, thus depicted by P.A.Reynolds:

"by some not absurd definition of international relations the whole 

of human behavior would fall within its field; and since human behavior 

is affected by the physical, chemical and biological conditions of 

its environment, an attempt to fully explain, and not simply to 

describe, international relations so defined would have to range 

over the totality of human Knowledge" C5).

Since we are not "wholology" specialists there is a need to 

break up the field in an attempt to individuate a research strategy 

' capable to catch some viable "autonomous" aspects amenable

to a distinctive treatement, avoiding the traps of the quantification 

without substance and of the substantial argument treated in vague 

terms. The process of partition and of individuation of the subfj.eld 

can be carried out from two points of view: firstly, by delimiting 

the levels of analysis, secondly, by delimiting functionally and 

geographically the matter.

* The distinction between "structural level" and "process level” 
in analysing international interactions has been introduced by Bergsten, 

Kaohane and Nye (6 ) and later developed by Scott in his "Logic of 
International Interaction". In particular these authors maintain that 

"structures have to do with organizations, arrangements, and rules 

and set the parameters for day-to-day interaction processes” (7).

As in any social process, also in international interactions 

there is not a "one-way" linear direction of cause-effect, so that 
"the behavicr operates within the constraints imposed by structural 

arrangcr.tnts, but it is not wholly controlled by them. Feedback 

mechanisms allow for a reciprocal influence of interection behavior





on structural arrangements" (0). If we also add to the scheme a 

sectorial subdivision of the behavior (cfr. Fig. 9 ) we have a 

complete map of the reciprocal influences, since, in the real 

world, we can single out a "lateral interaction and influence at 

both levels" [9] that results in an impact of sets of structural 

arrangements on one another and the direct impact of interaction 
processes on one another.
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Fig.9 : Types of interaction and interdependence
Source: A.W.SCOTT, The logic of international interaction, in

"International Studies Quarterly", 21, 3, 1977, pp.433-434

The interaction process level can be assimilated to what is 

also called transnational interactions (the transnational interactions 

rather than the international ones being the centcr of analysis in 
the present work). In the words of the previously cited J.S.Nyc ”We 

speak of transnational communication, transportation, finance and





travel when we refer to nongovernmental or only partially govern

mental interactions across state boundaries. Thus, transnational 

interactions is our term to describe the movement of tangible or 
intangible items across state boundaries when at least one actor 
is not an agent of a governmental or an intergovernmental organi
zation" (1 0).

The distinction, on the other side, between the two components 

of the transnational relations, is quite clearly traced by McClelland 
and Boggard who define the event-interactions as: "single action 
events of nonroutine, extraordinary or news-worthy character that 

in some clear sense are directed across national boundaries and 

have in most instances a specific foreign target" (11).
They distinguish the event--interactions from the transactions, 

these last ones being, in their definition: "items of action that 
have at scítig point become so numerous, so commonplace, so normal to 
their situation that they are accounted for conventionally in an 

aggregate form" (12).
Pasting to the structural level, we have essentially two sets 

of'phenomena to look at, as we have already seen: the "organizations" 

and the "arrangements and rules".
The organizations are what have been called here the actors, 

whose definition and typology have been treated above.

Wn can thus move to the other pole of the structural level, 

that of the arrangements and rules. By structural arrangements and 
rules ara meant here all those determinants or "shapers" of the 
behavior of the actors that can reside either in the natural, or 
cultural (in the broadest sense) environment of the actors.
In thin way we can look, not only at the present legal structures 

on the international scene, but also at the historical background, 

the geographical situation and some social and economic facts that 

seem to •:c relevant.
All these structural variables can influence the actors, and 

through them, the interaction process level^essentially in two ways:
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a) the structural arrangements may create new actors w^o produce 

(new) events - this is the case, for example, of the creation of 

the EEC (1958) or of the Autonomous Region Friuli-Venezia Giu
lia (1964).

b) the structural arrangements may influence the behavior of pre

existing actors (the contents, the intensity and direction of 
their actions).

For example: the Osimo agreements give new powers, on certain 

matters, to already existing organizations such as the Local 
Chambers of Commerce or the Regional administration.

One final word has to be said about the structural arrangements.
If we define them as that particular class of events which has the 
property to originate a series of other events (es. a trade agreement 
and the following economic transactions) we have problems due to the 

fact that vie have already found the events as being part of the phe
nomena classified under the interaction process level. We need a 
criterion to distinguish among them.

It is agsin a problem of levels of analysis, in the sense that 
the distinction between the structural and the process level cannot* 

be traced ones and for all.W9 might consider as structural what, from 
another point of view, can easily be classified as process.

Let us maKs an example: two states reach an economic agreement, 

this leads to ¡^eatings of Chambers of Commerce of the two countries 
which in turn originate contacts between single businessmen of the 

two countries. The meetings of the Chambers of Commerce can be seen 
as structure! processes frcm a local/regional point of view (they 

satisfy our definition being originators of other events - the economic 
transactions.■), but they ore certainly to be put in the process level 
when consid?rr;c.' from the point of view of the foreign policies of the 

states. -
All the discussion up to this point can be summarized in

a scheme that '"hews the mutual interactions between the elements of 
the transneticna1 relations that we have individuated (cfr. fig. 10 ).
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that we use to explain another set of variables placed in another 
level of the scheme (13).

The structural arrangements for example can be considered as 
independent variables of the system and, as such, useful to explain 

the behavior of the actors and/or the amount and directions of the 
interaction process.

A choice can also be made between the actors (organizations) 

or the event interactions/transactions as units of analysis. The 
first strategy has been, for example, selected for the project 
directed by L'.F. Alger: "Columbus in the World, The World in Columbus". 
Questionnaire were sent to various organizations involved in 

transnational activities to ascertain their degree of involvement 
in transnatiunel interactions and their internal organization 

developed to ccpe with the transnational roles that they have 
assumed (14).

Oth?r -••its cf analysis have been used instead in international 
relations, ^cr example, in studying the vote behavior of states in 
the international governmental organizations (15) ar.d several data 

u3nks have been sot up by analysing the contents of various 

dc alimentary ;-ources, archives, and collections of newspapers (16).

As the functional criteria employed in delimiting the field 
of research refers,onecaibe rani rried that the cited Lampert, FalkowsKi

and Hansb-ic!: in their "Is There an International System?” argue 
therethat^aoeri not exist a sinple international system, speaking cf a 

"many systr, e> world politics". One reason that contemporary worlds 
politics iL' co complex is that many systems are linked either 
because oi overlap among participant actors land therefore behavior) 

or becaus»:. of the interdependence of the issues upon which they 

focus"' U 7 j.





Hence the existence in¿literature of studies, especially those 
empirically based^hi'ch - abandon the ambition of giving 

account of the whole international system and choose to study the 

interactions that occur around a single issue area (IB).

The delimitation of the field according to political-geographical 
criteria has en equally successful tradition in international relations 
starting from the studies on the European process of integration, 
to the studies of the relations among the nations that adhere to 

NATO, to the more recent huge amount of studies that examine 
all the com.plex international interplay within the Middle East 
area.

The methodology of the research that can be employed and also
the disciplines, bordering on: international relations, that can
help with their conceptual framework, vary according to the cho_̂ sen
focus of the research. When dealing with structural variables.
history, geography, diplomatic history, international law and

possibly all the array of physical and social sciences, as
own

above underlined, can provide their^contribution. The conceptual 
apparatus of political science, organizational sociology and also 
social psychology will be useful in studying the organizations.

Aloo the use of instruments such as the questionnaire or the 

¡.orsonal interviews together with the study of documentary sources 
could be adopted in this case. The flows of event-interacticns and 
of transactions can be studied instead by analysing the contents 

of newspaper ’ collections and archives, in the case of the forcer,
r?nd statistical bulletins in the case of the transactions. All the

in .Liata generatedAthis way can be easily computer analysed.Sociology
j-f international relations and economics will give a substantial

support in interpreting the data thus generated.

the
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CHAPTER III

THE SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH AND RELATED ISSUES





3. The scope of the research and related issues

3.1. Delimitating the field of the research

In the first chapter we have examined the theoretical frame- 

workvi/iere the present research can be situated. The second 

chapter was devoted to the discussion of how the field of inter
national relations may be subdivided in an attempt to find viable 
strategies open to the researcher. The specific object of the 
present research will be described here together with an outline 

of the rest of the work.
The choice has been to study the transnational relations of 

the Autonomous Region Friuli-Venetia Julia ( 1 ). The choice of a 
region derives from two basic reasons: a recognition of the 

growing importance of the regions, especially in the process of 
European integration and in the transfrontier cooperation, as it 

will be more deeply examined here below ( 2 ), and an ideological 

commitment in studying and stressing the role cf the actors other 

than the nation-state, with their desirable, and possibly real, 
potential of peace and understanding among peoples pertaining 

sometimes to different cultures and political systems. The region 
Friuli-Venetia Julia is particularly important from this point 

of view because it is a border region. It is placed at the borders 
of Italy and also of the EEC and, moreover, the neighbouring 
regions pertain to nation-states that are governed by different 
political regimes end belong to the two other cultural families 
present in Europe: the German and the Slavic; F-VJ belonging, in 

its greatest part, to the Latin one.
Tne choice to stress, in the same title, that the cbject of 

study is the transnational relations derives from the fact that, 

as it has been said above, the subdivision between international 

cind transnational relations depends on the nature of the actors





and, as it can be expected within a region, in particular a region 
that is non-central in respect of the nation-state, there will be 

an overwhelming presence of actors» who belong to the sub-national 

or non-governmenta1 level. This is not true in absolute terms,
âS •

inasmuch^the state is present through its peripheral organs and 
the foreign states might be present through their diplomatic re
presentatives.

. It has been decided to take into consideration all the event-

intoractions in which at least one actor pertains geographically
to Friuli-Venetia Julia. The interactions can occur with every

economic
other actor in the world. The*transactions have been left out of 
the analysis essentially for one reason: that all the statistics 
available on import-export of goods and energy, international commjj 
nication, and movement of tourists are compiled on a national basis 
and it is net easy, if not impossible, to distinguish, for example, 

among the goods entering in the port of Trieste, those destined to
the Friulian market from those destined -for the rest of Italy.

A special . attention has been devoted to the structural '

variables tha'. are relevant in explaining the amounts and direc

tions of the transnational relations of F-VJ. The following sections 
of the present chapter will bs devoted to these matters.

The fourth methodological chapter introduces the source of 
data that has been used in analysing these transnational inter

actions:- the TRENDS data bank.
The chapter on the analysis of the research findings will be

concluded by a section where an attempt is made to relate statisti
cally the levels of interaction found through the data bank to the 
structural variables in order to find which of thé latter are the

[best) predictors of the cooperative transnational behaviour.
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3.2. Transfrontier cooperation in Europe and in the AIpe-Adria

3 .  2.. 1. ¿ n ! r £ d £ C t i o n _

The subject of regions and regionalization has been quite a

debated one during the last years, especially in connection with
towards •

the movement aiming the decentralization of the administrative

apparatus in certain states. In the Italian case, such movement 
ended with the creation of the regional administrative and legi
slative bodies in 1S72. The regions have enjoy=d a particular 

attention in the political sphere also at a European level, be
cause of the growing concern of the necessity to go towards a 
"Europe of the regions" in an attempt to enhance European 

integration ( 3). The debate on the policy of the European insti
tutions towards the levelling of the regional disequilibria has ôUo 
been growing during the last years (4). .

The raisons fcr the growing importance of the regions as

actors in the continental politics of the post-war period have

been outlined by R.Stressoldo who lists:
"-distrust in Nation-States, at least in Europe, where their 
rivalries have resulted in catastrophies and the eclipse of 

Europe in the world power arenaj
- awareness that medium-size countries are both too small to 
claim real sovereignty and too big to satisfy the growing needs 

of their citizens for participationj
- growing ccncern for democratic participation of citizens in 

public affairs;
- increased income, increased culture, increased mobility and 

increased leisure make such participation possible and desired;

- the n<?w technology uf transport and communication makes possible 

both centralisation and decentralisation of decision-making and 
all the related activities.;





- the cosmopolitanism of mass culture, fostered by the mass media

of communication and easy mobility, has emphasi ed the importan- , 
ce of local peculiarities and enracinement}

- the satisfaction of more basic needs has awakened long repressed 

cultural aspirations, such as recognition of linguistic freedom;
- the increasing intervention of the State in economic and social 

affairs, with the unavoidable "territorialisation" of that 

intervention and, therefore, the launching of "regional policies" [
The serrii? attention has not been devoted to the subject of

transfrcntier regions, in spite of their crucial importance in
respect of ocme fundamental aspects of the international political
life in Europe today . the international cooperation, the integrative

/effort , the politics of detente. The only known attempts to study 
the matter have been the organization of a number of conferences 

(and thn publication cf the related papers) by:the Regio Basisliensis 

in 1965, the European Center of Culture in 1965, 1969 and 1975, 
the Council of Europe in 1972 and 1973, the Association of 

the Institutes of European Studies in 1975 and . the Institute of * 

International Sociology of Gorizia in 1972 and 1979 [ 6 ).

While the amount of work devoted to these themes has not been 
very larg.-, et least some of these contributions reach the goal 

of systematizing the matter and showing the most promising direc
tions for future work. In the following pages we will try to give 
a Eurmsr^ cf this effort starting with the problems of definition 

there i m p . ■

3 .2 .2 .  The. t.r£ns^f£or^lj_c_r £ê i_onj_ _act_o£s ancj

A pr~. iir.inary terminological problem arises from the fact that, 

unfortunately, a single term: "region" is used to indicate a 

constituent cart of the nation-state (the infra- or sub-national





region) and, alternatively, supra-national entities of continental 
dimension C 73. The situation is complicated by the fact that the 

same term is used to label the emergent transfrontier regions, 
regions constitued by the sub-national regions cooperating 

across the borders. Hence the term "region" always needs to be 
qualified to avoid misunderstandings.

The transfrontier region, which is the center of our analysis 

can be defined, together with C.Ricq, by looking at its spatial/ 
relational aspcct given that:

”Les regions transfrontalières n'esistent pas dans 1’abstrait

elles s'appuient sur un substrat territorial C...) Mieux vaut de
suite définir le champ spatial des régions transfrontalières comme

un champ de densité de relations, un champ de forces même, champ
qui revêt des dimensions variables selon les systèmes auxquels on
se réfère, champ culturel, champ social, champ éducationnel, champ

économique, etc." ( 8 ).
\The mentioned field of relations has actually a variable di

mension, depending not only on the subject matters of the trans
frontier cooperation that the Author lists, but also on the actors 
who engage in this relational activity. Much experience, of 

cooperation and exchange occur*between actors residing on the two 
sides of a frontier and pertaining to a functional level "lower” 

than the regional one [towns, little communities) or belonging 
to the "private” sphere such as the Chambers of Commerce or 
cultural organizations. Our analysis here will be devoted, not
withstanding, to the experiences of cooperation between the most 
prominent enters: the sub-national regional authorities.

Thus the pre-eminent actors directly or indirectly involved 

in the transfmntisr interactive situation are: e) the trans
frontier rpgion in its institutional aspect (e.g.: Alpe Adria)
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b) the sub-national frontier regions (e.g. Friuli Venetia Julia),

c) the nation-states Ce.g< Italy), d) the sopra-national (continental) 
region (e.g. Europe).

A pattern of relations among these actors can be singled 

out.whichwill be useful to frame the discussion. It can be 
summarized as follows:

1) The interactions among (some) frontier sub-national regions 

define what has been here called the transfrontier region.

2) Thé type and scope of this transfrontier activity is affected 

by the nature of the sub-national regions that carry it out, 

their nature being the consequence of the type of center- .

• periphery relations existing inside the nation-states 
involved. .

3) Even the nature of the relations that occur between/among the nat- 

 ̂ ion-states to which the sub-national transfrontier partners

pertain, contribute to define and even make possible the 

transfrontier activities.

4) Looking upwards, in a systemic perspective, it can be observed 

. that relations do exist also between the transfrontier and the

supra-systemic region (the EEC and the Council of Europe)

5) Official relations between the frontier regions .

and the national governments are not known, if they ever exist.

This is probably the lacking link in the chain of relations 

among the abovementioned actors.

3.2.3. The rub-national region: regionalism, regionalization and 
center-periphery relations

Leaving aside, for the moment, the discussion on the dynamics 

internal to the transfrontier regions, we can start by analysing 

more closely the sub-national region, since the typologies and 

definitions of the two have been developed side by side.





We have pointed out, at the beginning of this chapter, that 

the emergence end the growing role of the sub-national regions on 
the political/constitutional scene is due to a set of phenomena 

that have been developing during the last years. They can be possibly 

combined, as it has been done by C.Ricq, into two fundamental poli

tical movements that have been labelled as regionalism and regiona
lization. The first is a request that comes from the base, while 
regionalization is an answer that comes from the iop to cope 

with the demand of regionalism. They have been^in this way by 

C.Ricq:
"disons que si la régionalisation a, en règle générale, le 

notable souci de parvenir, pour un pays ou pour l'Europe, à un 
meilleur équilibre dans la répartition des richesses en tenant 
d'atténuer les zones de sous-développement, par contre, le régio

nalisme a, pour régie d'or, l'accession au pouvoir de décision, 
que ce pouvoir soit politique, administratif, cultural, ou même 

universitaire... (9-).
It is a problem, as can be seen, of center-periphery rela- • 

tions, the problem of how the center either manages or controls 
the periphery. The autonomy, or the possibility to have transfron

tier partnerships, depends strongly on how this d alectic confron

tation is solved. D.Lemer lists: 1) disinterest 2) promotion of 

the functional differences and 3) reduction of the dissidence, 
among tha ways adopted by the center to cope with the problem [1 0).

In er.v of these alternative strategies the periphery may find its
a

way to trar.sfrrr.tisr cooperation, although with^different outcome.
The problem car also be examined by looking at how the nation

state h?.s surd:vicsc.' its territory into sub-national components.

A maicr or mirrr a^tenony also in the field of foreign relations,
has bes" constitutionally attributed to these components (Cfr. Tab. 1).
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3. 2. A. ^ 0£n^a£i£s^ar^d_i_nt_erna_ti£n_a]_re l_at_ions_ _

We have already underlined here above the importance assu

med by the nature of the international relations between two 
nation-states that share a common border on the possibility to 

have effective transfrentier relations. In dealing with this 

problem we need to introduce the second fundamental element that 
is present in the interactive situation. We are studying, in fact, 
the (regional) transfrontier cooperation in Europe. The regions 
have been presented above,together with their differentiations.

The second element is the frontier: the partners have interactions 
across frontiers and the type and even the possibility of having 
these interactions depend again on their nature and permeability.

' Frontiers and boundaries have been studied quite throughly 

during the ler;t years. The impulse for these studies was 
especially produced after the recognition of the relevance of the 
boundary definition, when dealing with systems, in a general 
systems theory perspective, whether this system is a cell, a 

society or 6 state (this last here being the case).

It has to be stated first , that the difference between 

frontier and boundaries lies in the fact that the term "frontier" 

has a more limited application, being restricted to the legal 
"line established by international agreements and which circum
scribes the area in which the norms of the system can be positi
vely enforced" (11'). The term boundary is, on the contrary, more 
comprehensive in its application. The basic categories of bounda

ries are the spatial (physical, territorial) and the functional 
(analytical) ones. This simple differentiation has been expanded 

and it his been stated that socio-cultural-ecological" systems 
are surrounded by a wide border zone, which includes:





"fa) the geographical border (i.e. the territory in which most 
of its elements are included];

(b) the normative, legal boundary (the line established by 

international agreements and which circumscribes the area

in which the norms of the system can be positively enforced])
(c) the economic boundary (the area most affected by the produc

tive end distributive activities of the system);

(c) the military boundary (the area comprised of the defence 

activities of the system; in the case of super-powers it 
does not coincide with the normative boundary, but includes 
far away areas);

(s) the cultural boundary (i.e. the area in which the values,

language and other cultural traits are diffused);

(f) the ethnic boundary (the area inhabited by people who identify 
themselves closely with the culture of the system);

(g) the psychological boundary (i.e. the area which is most com
monly found present in the mental framework, the "iconography”

. of the members of the system)"C1 2)•
The fact that such boundaries are a multiplicity and that they 

k

ere not coincident, but more or less always overlap, enhances

great^ly the likelihood of having interactions. We find, indeed, 

on both sides of the legal frontier, border areas/ homoge

neous in respect of some of the important variables that allow the 

possibility of having fruitful interactions. At least there is agree 

ment on the fact that these interactions are possible and, indeed, 
fruitful for the two parties involved. Homogeneity in respect of 
some crucial variables does not mean complete homogeneity; indeed 

this would be defeating the possibility of having interaction , 

as is the case (taking the example froiii thermodynamics), of two 
communicating vessels that have reached equilibrium with the 
complete mixing of the liquid' which formerly had a different
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temperature. No more exchange of molecules occurs when the complete 

homogenity (equilibrium) has been reached. The importance of having 
differences of potential in the case of states has been underlined 
by E.Sussi: .

"the border regions have sn interest in maintaining the '
differences of potentialwhich with the opening of the border, 
give place to the exchange of economic products, culture, experieji 

ces and information. The differences of potential should not ’be
c i S  *

so great,, not to create disequilibria in the bargaining power 
of the bordering regions. In the case of great disequilibrium the 
nation-state with the weaker region could be compelled to develop 

a border policy of defence and closure (13). It can be stated that 
transactions are more intense where the maximum diversity is
coupled with maximum border opening. .

When the analysis is restricted to the boundaries of the nation
states, most commonly labelled as frontiers, a typology can be de
veloped that has been paralleled, by F.Gross, to the corresponding 

classes of relations (14): ■

' Class of relations Class of frontier
1. Cc-operation 1. Periphery

2. Remote tension (weak front) 2. Civilised border
3. Nun-consequential tension 3. Open border

_____________  neutrality line _________________________________
4. Consequential tension 4. Closed border

, 5. Near-critical tension (strong front.)5. Berlin Wall
frontier

6 . Critical tension-antagonism 6 . Sealed frontier

The passage from one class of frontiers to another has* as 

cen be yean, effrets on the type of relationsthat are possible; 

the most important' step being the passage from the closed to the 

open

The; discussion developed in the last paragraphs ai50 permits us
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to single out the justification for the choice of the term coope
ration in labelling the transfrontier relations analysed in the 
present chapter. We maintain, in fact, that the political situa
tion of the Europe of today.permits the-classification of the borders 

pre-ssnt, at least those internal to the EEC, in the first 
category (periphery). The corresponding class of relations is 
cooperation. This is not meant to neglect the possibility of 
having local potentially conflictual situations here and there(15).

The term cooperation has been chosen to underline the empiri
cal finding that in the post-war Europe this is the prevailing

cooperationtrend. It may be also added that^while most frequent, as has
been said, among the EEC members, especially during

t,- alsothe last twenty years, hasybeen oeveloping at an important pace
with those countries that are not EEC members (i.e.: Switzer

land and Austria) or that were formerly classified in the opposite 
international political group [i.e. Jugoslavia).

3.2.5. The_ jLr£n£f£cnt_ier £egi_on_ -

«' V.'c h wa already given a definition of transfrontier region 

as a field of density of relations and forces ( this is based on 
a territorial substratum (1B). Alternative or integrative defini

tions nay be proposed . C.Ricq himself indicates that three 

levels T.ay be analysed:
a) the physical level (spatial aspect), with the natural region 

and the "region-cadre",
b) the scciological level (relational aspect), with the ethnic 

and thi functional region,
c) the political level (institutional aspect), with the global 

planning region and the institutional region (whether contrac

tual or political) (1?).
Uthsr Authors point out the necessity to study the transfrentier 

£¡3 a systiT.ic region (R.Strassoldo) or propose the alternative





between the -functional and the transnational region (Nassart- Pie- 

rard) nr suggest the strategy to take into consideration the"conti- 
guities" to define the regions (Gori) (18).

The problem is that the field is not yet ripe for a choice 
among these classifications. So the stand point that : >

the regional phenomenon is complex and extremely variegated in its 
can be accepted.

realizations and objectivity*gut a "theory of the region” will be 

developed in the near future: "cette doctrine aurait pour base la 

région perçue comme finalité, et l'espace utilisé comme moyen 

d'action. Sans doute qu'avant de réaliser cette doctrine regionale. 

la necessite s'impose d'analyser les régions de fait, les régions 

transfrontalières en voie d'émergence” (1 9).

Accordingly an overview will be presented here of the known 

experiences of transfrontier cooperation in Europe, considering 

as transfrc-ntier regions those that "de facto” reveal their exi

stence through their relational (cooperative) activity. Unfortuna
tely a general and accurate inventory of these transfrontier coope

rative regions has not been produced yet. The presentation will 

thus be based on the few available sources: the lists end classi

fications provided by V.Malchus, that of R.Strassoldo and the Counc 

of Europs bulletins on "transfrontier cooperation" (2 0)- These sour 

ces give an array of examples sufficiently large for the scope of 

the precsr.t chaptcr.

3.2.5.1. Localization of the transfrontier regions in Europe end 
objectives of cooperation

A crucial subdivision of the transfrontier regions con be 

operated taking into account the type of the border on which 
these regions are located. Since the European countries can be 

grouped into: EEC members, other Occidental cr ncn-fliic^cd *nd 
eastern (Warsaw pact) countries, these borders can to cither
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Fig. n  - European transfrontier regions
Source: V.von nALCHUS, ftsthodes et oratiçue de la cooperation 
internationals des régions frontalières européennes, in 
R.5TRASSCLQ0 (éd.], Eoundcries end regions, Lint, Trieste 1973, 
p.192.
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internal to these “blocks" cr external [dividing countries 

that pertain to two different groups), thus creating a sixfold 

combination. It will be seen however that, according to what has 

been said in the preceeding section, transfrontier cooperation 

has been developed more intensely along those borders that have 

been classified as peripheries or, in any case, open borders 
(above the neutrality line) (2 1 ). .

An alternative traditional subdivision of the transfrontier 

regions takes into account criteria of a more geographic kind 
grouping them into a few axes or (again) regions.

a, Scandinavian region '

All the countries included in this area belong to the Nordic 

Council that has promoted cooperation especially in the Nordkalotten 

area where the problems to be solved are those of analysing and 

improving tha communication system and the standard of living of 

the local populations. Other active trensfrontier regions
<r
of this area are those located at the southern border of Norway 

and Sweden and in the "Channel zone" between Denmark and Sweden 

(«.¿benhavn-riâlnô) where again infrastructural problems are to be 

dealt with.

b. Rhine Basin -

’ This is the area where transfrontier cooperation has been 

developing more intensively and is more institutionalised. This 
bas been possible for many reasons that range from the membership 

of all the countries there to the EEC, to the historical memory 

of those populations’ past adherence toithe same political unity 

' {the border shifted several times in that area during the last 

few centuries;) end sspocially to.
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the presence c- the River Rhine that, while having an immense eco

nomic importa-De for the countries it goes through, creates pro

blems on regulating the navigation and the other uses.
Alone this axis and especially in the s.c. N0rth-Western 

region the cc” -t?rat‘ion. also takes place 0n a multilateral base.

The most active and long established transfrontier regionsc-are namely, 

[among otters), the Euregio, Euregio-Bodensee, Euregio-Noord and 

the Regio -ssiiiensis. For all these transfrontier regions the 

most immeciiste objectives are the analysis and implementation of 

regional planning, the extension of transport infrastructures, the 
construction cf bridges across the Rhine, the creation of new 

border cross-points, the cultural and youth exchanges^ the 

solution cf problems related to the creation of power plants 
and the increasing pollution in the Rhine, 

t

c. The Alpins Region

The rbjc’tives of transfrentier cooperation in this area

are parti--’y coincident with those listed for the Rhine Basin.
It can be added that in the Alpine Rcgionan effort is made to

relate tocope wit-i prublems that . .the pollution of the great Swiss 

lakes, creation of transfrontier natural reserves and programs 

of tourif'*c exploitation. Also in this area^the presence of a 

numerous collectivity cf transfrontier workers creates problems 

of rEgul2 ^°n and betterment of their economic and social

conditicf-
Cocr:-'etion has been carticularly developed in the Alpazur 

region [r?twpsn France and Italy)f^fn the areas surrounding the 

lake of and Geneve, between Tyrol (Innsbruk) and Alto-
Adigs (P,-;-3rJ end in the Alps-Adriatic region [Italy, Austria 

and Yug'-?l3V^a  ̂• ‘
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Relatively little is known about what happens along the 
frontiers of the Eastern Block. Movement of persons Cthe l^mph '
of transfrontier cooperation] are limited by monetary restriction, 

and by the strict control on the concession of visas due to a 

certain bureaucratism and to the fear that the minorities living 
in those regions may be potentially irredentist. If there

are examples of transfrontier cooperation (especially along the 
River Danube ^or reasons already observed in the case of 

the Rhine], they are not spontaneous, but rigidly controlled by 

the center through the traditional instruments of the interstate 

relations.

d) Eastern Europe '

3. 2 ,5.2. Forms of organization

A typology of the institutional mechanisms, the organizational

frameworks within which the cooperation develops, has been elabora

ted by Von Kalchus who distinguishes among:
- Cooperation on the basis of intergovernmental agreements, con

ventions or governmental reccom-erdations;

- cooperation on the basis of parliamentary initiatives;
- cooperation on the basis of treaties;
- cooperation cf local collectivities and other organizations

on the basis of private law conventions; .
- tL^kt cooperation of local collectivities and other organiza
tions, without any form of juridical organization, but characte

rized by a Fixed organizational structure;

- loose cooperation of local collectivities and other organiza

tions, without any form of juridical organization;
- occasional cooperation according to necessities 12?. J.
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The Author himself is aware that the list is not complete and 

that alternative typologies may be constructed by taking into account 

the origin of the members of the organizations, the means of finan
cement or the principles of organization. It has to be affirmed, 

however, that the matter will be probably rationalized when and if, 

the framework provided by the initiative of the Council of Europe, 

examined in the following section, will be enforced.

3. 2.6 . Transfrontier rej^i£n^and_Europ_e _

The two principal interlocutors of the transfrontier regions at 
the supra-national level are the European Community and the Council 

of Europe. The action of the European Community in favour of the 

transfrontier regions is severely limited by two principal facts: 
^firstly, only the problems of the frontier regions internal to the 

Community may hdvc a solution within a communitarian context, secon
dly, the Community is not qualified to treat issues that go beyond 
the economic or socio-economic sector- Other juridical, administra

tive or cultural problems have to find their solution on the basis • 
of direct bilereral agreements. The chance for sub-national regions 

to have public law relations with cross-frontier counterparts is 

in fact a matter restricted to the internal constitutional system 

of the nation-states with which the Community cannot interfere.

There is only cne case, at present, when in 1963, a reccomendation
Was delivered, to Belgium and France, ^o enact transfrontier

in prd»ragreenien'CG^to exploit the economic complementarities of the Lorraine 

and the Belgian Luxenbourg (.23). A quite limited possibility of 
EEC interventi.cn ' • can also be obtained by the use of such 

instruments es the European Fund of Economic Developement and the 
Committee on Regional Policy. „

The mein contribution of the Council of Europe to the promotion 

of transfrontiûT cooperation is the recently launched European





Frame-Convention on'Transfrontier Cooperation of the Collectivities 
and Local Authorities. The convention was open to signature

at the Fourth Conference of the European Ministers Re

sponsible for the Local Collectivities, held in Madrid on May 21st. 

1980. The objective of the convention is to: "retracer des bases 

juridiques générales communes sur lequelles pourrait se fonder, 

dans le cadre de la souvraineté nationéle de chaque pays,la coopé
ration bilatérale, celle-ci devant s ’adapter aux situations parti
culières à cheque pays et a chaque région" (24). To this end the 

Convertion is accompanied by a set of models of agreement that, 
according to different situations, may be signed by the partners.

At present, the Convention has been signed by the Governments

of Austria, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,
andFRG. while other countries are about to sign: Belgium,^Switzerland. 

The Convention needs to be ratified by four member countries to 

beccms fully operative.

3.5.7. Trjans-frorvtie_r cooperation in the Aipe-Adria •

Transfrontier cooperation in the Eastern part of the Alpine 
Region has been particularly active, especially during the most 
recent years. The two political facts that boosted this cooperation 

were, as has been already seen, the opening of the frontier with 

Yugoslavia and the creation of the Autonomous Region Friuli-Venetia 

Julia- This regicn from the very first years of its constitu

tion in 1963, has given a particular emphasis to its external re

lations, especially towards the neighbouring regions of Austria 
(Ccrlnthia and Ctyria) and Jugoslavia (Slovenia and Croatia).

The objective o-f' this cooperation was, first of all, the promotion 
of a fruitful jocpsration among regions that, while pertaining to

different political and economic contexts, present some unitarian
derive

characteristics^which\ from the long-dated common historical 
experience. Moreover, at present such regions share a series of





problems that may be more easily solved bY an unitary action.

The most ambitious objective goes beyond these short(geographi- 

cally) range efforts of cooperation and is meant to actualize. ' 
and to develop the potential role of the Friuli-Venetia Julia 
Ftegion and of the Regions of the Alpe-Adria as a bridge in Europe 

between East and West and between North and South. '

The result of this effort is the constitution
of the Quadrigon and the joining of the Community of the Länder 
and Regions of the Eastern Alps.

The Quadrigon was founded in 1969 by Friuli-Venetia Julia, 

Slovenia, Croatia and Carinthia as a "Committee of Cooperation in 

the Sectors of Tourism and Regional Planning". This Committee 
meets twice a year to discuss problems of transfrontier coopera

tion such as the coordination of the regional policies on the 

infrastructure of transport and communication, the coordination 

of regional initiatives for the defence of the natural envii'onment.and 
for the development of tourism and leisure. The most important do- 

.cument produced by the Committee has been the qua- .

drilingual "Common report on regional planning" of 1975 (25).
The "Arge-Alp" Community (from Arbeitesgemeinschaft der 

Länder und Regionen der Ostalpengebiete) was founded in Venice in 

1976 by the signature of a protocol agreement. The founding members 
are the Italian regions Veneto and Friuli-Venetia Julia, the 
Austrian Lander of Carinthia, Styria, and Upper Austria, the Yugo

slav Socialist Republics of Croatia and Slovenia. The Austrian 

Land of Salzburg and the German State of Bavaria have the status of 
active observers. Goals of the Community are those of jointly 

treating, at an informative and technical level, such corrmon 
problems as: the production and transport of energy, agriculture, 
forestry, water resources, tourism, environment protection, re

gional and city planning and cultural relations. To cope with these 

objectives four permanent commissions have been formed on: envi-





ronmsnt and regional planning, infrastructures, economic problems 

and cultural relations.

The Community has been operational for a too short period 

of tine to allow but a tentative account of its achievenents 

and failures. The difficulties derive, first of all, from the 
different institutional competence of the members, from the 

different political-institutional national context to which they 

belong and, sometimes, from the opposition of central Governments. 
However, this is not always the case: recently the Austrian govern
ment has recognized that its Landers' joining the Community suits 

its foreign policy (26).

Among the achievements of the Community we can cite the 
solution of the problem of the contested direct freeway between 
Munich and Venice, by proposing an alternative route^ the publi

shing c f a book containing a series of monographs on the member 
regions together with an interesting cartography on social and 

economic aspects of the Community is also in progress C27) •
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3.3. Friuli-Venetia Julia and the Alpe-Adria transfrontier region

3.3 .1. Ge£g£a£hi_cal_aspects_ ■

Only a few remarks will be presented here on the geographical 

aspects of the area that is the "core" of our analysis. '
The geographical aspects play a most important role in the case 

of the flows of transactions between states and/or economic regions. 

These flows are in fact influenced in amount and direction by the 
market laws that severely penalize certain directions of traffic 
when and if the ways of communication (the channels) are not adequate.

In the case of transnational relations (with events that are much 
more purposeful, political in character) such geographical "accidents" 
do not have the same impact.

Eut they do have one, especially in the case of a sub-species of 
transnational interactions; the transfrontier relations.

What I have reasoned thus far is, in fact, much more valid for 
the interactions with the "distant" counterparts in the processes 

of interactions. When dealing with the transfrontier regions, it is 

another story. A system simply cannot "ignore" its immediate environment. 

The Tuscany region might not have significant amount of interactions 
with Slovenia, but in the case of Friuli a blockade in the flow of 

interactions with neighboring Slovenia becomes a relevant phenomenon.
ihs assumption is that, in the case of transnational relations, 

the spfitiel proximity more than the conditions of communication is 

e key variable to explain the amount of events. The discrepancies in 
this model will he explained by the intervention of other variables, 

which will be presented below in this chapter.

The Friuli-Venetia Julia region is located at the extreme north
eastern part of Italy. It borders on the eastern sice with the Yugoslav
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Republic of Slovenia, to the North with the Austrian Land of Carinthia, 

to the West with the Italian Region of Veneto and to the South with the 

Adriatic Sea. The border with Austria runs along the Carnic Alps.The 

valleys are parallel to the border and so the mountains are not easily 

crossed. This makes contacts quite difficult. The most important cross

points are those of Monte Croce Carnico that links the sub-region of 

Carnia with the Western part of Austria and through the Felbertauern 
Tunnel with Bavaria. The other important cross-point is that of Coccau 

on the way to Wien. The border with Yugoslavia is much more easily 
crossed. Here the mountains are not as high as in the Northern side.
The most important cross-points are those located in Gorizia and those 

in the Province of Trieste.
All these cross-points and ways of communication link Friuli 

also with a "second-row" of transfrentier partners: Styria in Austria 

and Croatia in Jugoslavia. •
It has been decided to broaden the definition of transfrontier 

region to include Styria and Croatia in an attempt to test the 

data the existence of the proposed socio-political image of an Alpe

Adria transfrontier region .whiihin one of its formulations, is 

actually composed of: Friuli-Venetia Julia, Carinthia, Styria, Slo

venia and Croatia (28).
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Fig.12- Transfrontier Region Alpe-Adria

3. 3.2. Histo^c£l_back£rpun_d

The historical destiny of this corner of Europe is strictly 

related to its geographical location .

Friuli-Venetia Julia is now a frontier region, but it has not 

always fccon so. During some periods of its history, Friuli wes, 

together with the neighbouring regions, a pert of a single political 

unit. ThF? ir.tematicral role of the region changed several tirr.es 

being considered in turn a "barrier" or a "junction” ( 29). The two





aspects probably are,at this time,the two sides of the same coin.

The stages of the process that made . Friuli-Venetia Julia 

a frontier region with tasks, at the same time, of extreme bulwark 

of the Western civilization and of link and bridge to the Eastern 

world, can be summarized ips follows. The history of Friuli of the 

Roman times can be‘identified with the history of Aquileia (cfr.fig. 13 }.
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FigJ3-X Regie (Venetia and HistriaHIII - IV centuries A.D.)

Aquilsia,cnc3 or,e of the great cities of the Roman Empire, was 

founded sz a military colony to safeguard the traffic of Rome with 

the "Noricum" and the central regions of Europe, up to the Baltic 

regions. Another role of Aquileia was that of controller of the "easy" 

.mountain passes of the Julian Alps through which, during the centuries, 

many "barbaric" populations from the Center-East of Europe came to 

invade the "desirable." Italian regions.





With the growth of the Empire,Aquileia lost part of its function 

as barrier, and became rather a "moral" capital of a large territory, 

including the Noricum, Pannonia, part of Vindelicia and Bosnia (cfr. 

fig. 14).

Fig. 1-i'The patriarchal Diocese of Aquileia CXII - XIII centuries A.D.)

< With the fall of the Western Roman Empire, Aquileia became again 

the extrema frontier of "Romanity" and a long period of invasions 

started. Huns (452), Goths (48S), Longobards (568), "Avari" (620), 

Hungarians(699-552) and Turks (1471-149S) invaded this region again 

end again • The list continues with the invasions that occurred during 
the 15th and ISth centuries' wars between Venice and Austria.

It is not pacessary to enter into very much detail here, Those 

periods have ccrtainly a relevance, but we can perhaps limit the 

feeling of togetherness that might derive from those distant vicissi

tudes at the level of the "collective unconscious" of the local popu

lations. We ere much mere interested in the more recent facts, directly 
experienced by, cr indirectly -reported to, the present population. 

During the lart century the border with the Germanic world was net 

subjected to irrpcrtcnt changes. The outcome of the World War I led
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only to the inclusion of the salient of Tarvisio into the Province 

of Udine. It might also be added that after the Italian retreat of 

Caporetto the region was, as it used to be for a long period in more 

ancient times, again under the Austrian rule for two years. We have' 

another such example: during World War II when, in 1943, the region, 
together with part of Slovenia and Croatia were included in the 

Adriatisches Küstenland under the German Reich CCfr. fig.1 5 ).

Fig.15-The Adriatisches Küstenland (1944-1945) '

It is interesting here to note that the justification for this
political-milii.ery operation was actually sought in a revival of the

cultural and bnntimental ties between the German speaking world and

what had b o o n  ths Habsburg Küstenland district. Also^the economic

\ interests of Trieste, which saw a season of great development as the
so.

Port of the H r r - p ir c ,  were stressed and^the Friulian cultural identity 

as separate fra-* the Venetian one was emphasized (3 0 )*
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The border situation on the eastern side has been very fluid.

With the victory in World War I , Italy annexed the Provinces of 

Gorizia and Trieste, Istria. Dalmatia and, after 1924, Fiume (Rijeka).

The border moved back again after the end of World War II almost 

to the location proceeding World War I, leaving to Italy only part of 

the Province of Gofizia fwith the border-line running through the •

urban area) and Trieste,whichwas to be organized as the "Free Territory 

of Trieste"but in feet the London Memorandum gave\back to Italy in 
1954 (cfr. fig, 1$) •

Fig. 1J5-S amo past, present and proposed eastern boundaries
Source: G.VALUS5I, f) confine italo-ju^oslavo, in R.STRASSOLDG (ed.),
]. nnnmif’irlfiin r,nti Rfifrions. Lint* Trieste, 1973.





3.3.3. Two £0£1al_aspects

Two major issues, which seem relevant.to the study of transnational 

relations, regarding the social situation of the region Friuli-Venetia 

Julia, will be touched on here: the ethnic situation of the area and 
the problem of emigration. •

3.3.3.1. The ethnic situation ' .

81

ethnic border •

Fig.l7*The ethnic situation of the Transfrontier Region Alpe-Adria
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The ethnic situation in the transfrontier Alpe-Adria region is 

a quite complex one, as may be inferred from all the historical 

background sketched above.

The situation can be described by means of a scheme (cfr.fig.1"73 •
I preferred to use a scheme instead of a map of the region because 

there is not a concordance among the various authors and official 
data on the consistence of the various ethnic minorities. The lines 

traced refer more to an indication of the localization of the minori

ties than to their relative importance.

Referring to the numbers used in the scheme we have ths following 
ethnic groups:

1) The Friulian-Ladins.

• It is the mein ethnic group of the region. The Friulians are

present in all the four provinces of Friuli-Venetia Julia end their
present number has been estimated at about 500.000 f 31). They are

not present, as a group, in the other four transfrontier regions,

but their presence is widespread in the rest of the world. I will "
. phenomenon

deal below with this . under the heading: the Friulian emigration.

2) The German pcninsulae in Carnia.

In the northern part of Friuli there are traces of sane communities
of German speaking people in the Communes of Paluzza (Timau) and Sauris.

This population derives ethnically from some groups of peasants and
themselves

miners who established^in the zone during the XII century.

3) The Val Canale [Kanalthal) “melting pot".

The extreme north-eastern part of Friuli can really be considered as 

an ethnic melting pot. It is the geographical spot where the three





main European stocks meet: Latin, German, Slavic. The German speaking
population settled in this zone a century after their settlement

of the other Carnic peninsulae. The area had been colonized before

by the Slavic populations during the VI-VII centuries, but the
language of the newcomers, though fewer in number, prevailed because _

the Kanalthal was part of Carinthia up to 1919 and many Slovenes
passed to the German language (32). With the passage of the area

under the Italian rule, the valley started to be tri-lingual or,

better, quadri-lingual if we correctly distinguish between Friulians
and Italians.

The present situation is one of slow but steady weakening of 
these minorities (areas 2 and 3), having now a mere anthropological 

interest. They are, however, a living testimony of the long habit 

of these populations to live together without any, at least manifest, 
major troubles.

For the Slovenes, in particular, it can be said that their
conscience to belong to a national minority is growing, following

the general awakening of this feelingwhich can be recorded also in
• t

other parts of the region. „ 

t

4) The Slovenes of the Provinces of Udine, Gorizia and Trieste.

The ethnic border of Friuli to the North coincides almost 

perfectly with the political and geographical one. The situation 
is quite different on the eastern border. Here the coincidence of the 
three kinds of borders is very weak, so that the political border 
fixtd by the London Memorandum of 1954 and the Osimo Agreement 

of 1975 left in Italian territory a number of Slovenes and in 

Slovenia and Croatia^Italian populations. • ■
The estimates on the number of Slovenes living in the region 

do not coincide, varying from about 50.GOO to 120.000 (33). Of 

these, a large part reside in the provinces of Trieste and Gorizia

83
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and a minor part in the valleys of Torre and Natisone in the Province 
of Udine. Those living in Trieste are sufficientely protected in 

their right to maintain their language and culture. The same cannot 
be said for the Slovenes that reside in the province of Udine. In 
an intermediate position can be placed the Slovenes of the Province 

of Gorizia. Another difference among these groups resides in the fact 

that the groups who are isolated in their mountaneous settlements 
of the so called Slavic Venetia maintain weaker linkages with Slovenia 

than those who - live in the Provinces of Gorizia and Trieste.

5) The Italians of Istria and Fiume.

The Gutcnme of World War II left in Jugoslavia a number of 

Italians, whichhas been calculated as more than 250.000, of whom 
after tho exodus which started imirediately, only about 30.000 are 

still present in Slovenia and Croatia.
This notional minority is well protected by the Yugoslav

authorities. This is comparable to the protection reserved by the

Italian authorities to the Slovenes residing in the province of •

Trieste. They have Italian schools, cultural associations and Italian 
tpress -

As a general remark on the situation of both sides of the border 

it can be said that it has not been, especially in the not distant 

past, idyllic but: "while ethnic tensions have caused open, and 
sometimes bloody, conflicts in the first part of this century, they 

have no deep roots in the common people of this corner area of Europe. 
They were largely the result of manipulation from the center, of 

brutal assimilationist and cxpansionistic policies" (34).





6 ) Slov&nes of Carinthia and Styria. •

To have a complete map of the overlapping of ethnic and national

borders with the political ones, we have to take a look at the Slovene
populations present in the territories of the Austrian Lands

of Carinthia and Styria. The major part of them reside in Carinthia
,eand only a miner part in Styria. Their protection is foyseen on the 

base of a bilateral agreement. Today there are some problems because 

the protection is much more "de jure” than "de facto". This national 

minority has contacts with the Slovene minorities residing in Friuli- 

Venetia Julia and especially with the motherland, although these 

contacts ere quite hindered by the orography of the zone.

3 .3. .3.2. The Friulian emigration.

The history of Friulian emigration can be sketched following 
three nain guiding lines.

A distinction can be made between the phenomenon cf the temporary 
(nest of times seasonal) emigration ana the definitive "proper” 

emigration. This distinction runs parallel to one that can be traced 
singling out the areas cf destination of the emigrants; in most cases 
the transoceanic emigration is a definitive emigration. This analysis 

of the geographical dispersion cf the Friulian emigration is obviously 

more rel&vcnt to this research. Once the areas of major presence 
of emigrants is found, we can, other things being equal, explain 

part cf the transnational relations of Friuli with that particular 
country.

This will be seen in general, but in particular or.the occasion 
of the ¡37C Friulian Earthquake and of the following international 

and transnational relief activity.
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The third guide-line for an examination of emigration is the 

historical periodization. The following periods can be individuated, 
each of them showing particular features:

1) The period of the origins that goes from the upper Middle Age 

to the annexation of the Venetian Friuli to the Austrian rule in 
1797 and the following Austrian domination.

2) The period of the great emigration waves that go on from the 
passage cf the greater part of Friuli in 1866 to the newly built 

Italian state to the outbreak of World War I in 1914.

3) The period between the wars
4) The emigration after the conclusion of World War II 05).

I) The statistical sources about the origins of the emigration are 

ctviously inadequate and one has to rely on the indication that can 
La obtained from various documentary sources. All these sources seem

tut
lo agree in indicating¿the populations of Carnia (the mountaneous

r.-*rt of Friuli >rere given to temporary emigration since the second half
tne XV Z century. This emigration was especially directed to Austria

••'-J Bavaria. The phenomenon grew during the second half of the eighteenth
'■~tury for various reasons: demographic pressure, growing request of
•Tower in the Austrian territories and the worsening of the economic

'i;i«in the Republic of Venice,under which rula a great part of
■ '->..*.1 v.as "^objected at that time.

Ihe Friulian emigration continued to grow with the passage of

* ’• •.“t.lij-n Friuli under ths Austrian rule in 1797, since the

• rr,‘U - 1 determinants of the emigration were still at work.
added: the emigration movement, with the shifting of

• , r.'ace~9 a movement internal tc the Imp<?rial territory.
’ 1 - ' ; always of a seasonal , or temporary type, the
* * * » . r. »' -'clfT  ths traditional ones: Austria, Hungary, Bavaria
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2) With the annexation of Friuli to Italy we enter another phase 

in Friulian emigration. The phenomenon grew greatly, the trans

oceanic emigration starts and becomes more and more frequent and, 

most important for us, the statistics on the phenomenon start to 

present a certain degree of reliability.

Surveys are made of the emigration movement on the base of 

the passports issued. This method, though imperfect, permits us to 

have picturns of the reality, . sufficientely precise for

the scope of the present research. We have, for example, for 1876 the 

situation that can be seen in Fig.18 here below, where the figures for the 
peper emigration are probably yoder estimated.

Fig.36 Emigrants from the Province of Udine in 1876 
Source: G .VALJSSI, op. cit., p. 8G4.

From this date on the phenomenon gains more strength. The 

large pcale transoceanic emigrations, to the two Americas do, in

fact, stcirt. These ara definitive emigrations in most cases. The
. establish _■Friulian scttJsrs £ 0  end large colonies that still exist. The

great part of the emigrants moVod towards Argentina, Brazil
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and Venezuela, while the first vanguards reach the United States 

ond Canada.

The temporary emigration continues in the meanwhile to more 

especially to theAustro-hungarian countries and to Bavaria. But, 

with the entrance of Friuli in the Italian statejother western- 

european destinationsjvhich will becomc more and more important 

in the following periods, start to increase Ccfr. Fig.1^ *

n-cnij-;ri3.-rts from the Provines of Udine during the period 1881-1915 
G ,VA!„:°.SI, op. cit., p. 872.
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Fig.19 -(continued)

An even more precise indication can be obtained from the 

statistics of the 1911 census that^for the percentage distribution 

of the emigrants to the major destinations^gives the following 

results: Germany (42.0%), Austria (34,0%), Hungary (6 ,6%), Switzerland 
(3,1%), PalKan States (3,1%), Argentina (2,5%), United States 

(2,5%), Canada (2 ,C%) and France 0,5%).

3) The pariod trr-tween the wars is characterized by a first stage 

during which the emigration is massive, followed by a stage of 

contraction, due to the economic world crisis (1929-1933) that 

created millions of unemployed.
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During the expansive stage of the emigration the major desti

nations were • France, Belgium, Luxembourg

and the Netherlands. Also the emigration to Switzerland, which was

having a period of great economic development, was quite frequent,
the • .

The emigration to Canada,AUnited States and Argentina continues to

be important, while the first Friulian emigrants start to leave

Friulij .destined for Australia. Australia becomes

very important as a pole of attraction for the emigrants only after
the conclusion of World War II (cfr. Fig. 20).
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4) Also in the second post-war period the old motives that pushed 

the Friulian workers to emigrate resume their strength. Among these 

motives, besides the heavy situation of delay in the economic 

development of the region, the renewed call from the .western 

countries, like Switzerland, that were not directly engaged in 

the conflict, but were continuing, on in their growing economic 

development. In fact, . the guide-lines that have been singled 

out for the first pcst-war period are here confirmed.

The transoceanic emigration, continues to be strong towards 

those countries, like Australia and Canada, that adopted a policy 

of incentives for;emigration to strenghten their demographic and 

economic structures (cfr. tab. 2 ) .

Pac?i Hi 
df-t inazione

Udine 

Emigrati in

Gorizia 

Emigrati in

Trieste 

Emigrati in

Friuli-Venezia Giulia 

%Emigrati in M  ^

Puesi F.:i«=i 136 13 43 194 0,2

Rep. Feucrale TeJescj 11.214 655 634 15.503 13,7

Belgio 1.856 30 27 1.913 1.7

Lussemburgo 9.611 S 26 9.675 8,5

Francia 16.118 75 127 16.350 14,4

Riguo Udito 809 111 140 1.060 0,9

Svii?cra 51.453 1.111 825 53.389 47,2

A!tri Paesi 1.926 120 226 2.272 2,0

Totale Poesi rut opti 9G.183 2.125 2.048 100.356 88,7

Tvtnle .1 inen 471 103 174 748 0,7

Car:a.'!a 3.731 98 820 4.652 4,1

U.S.A. 670 123 549 1.342 1,2

Venezuela 504 17 53 574 0,5

Br.i-ile ' 115 39 43 202 0,2

Argentina 191 16 51 258 0,2

AUri 1'iicsi 42 8 33 83 0.1

Totale. America 5.256 301 1.554 7.1U 6,2

Totale .-Is/a 45 4 19 68 0,1

7’ntalf. Oceania 2.519 322 1.923 4.791 4.2

Total* Pitt'ft ?ttr,n'un>;'ei 3.321 1,730 3.670 12.721 11.2

TOTALE iot.5o; 2.855 5.718 113.077 100.0

Fotti«: 1STAT, A nnu .tro  d i S tatistic!)* de l Lavoro •  cU irE m ìgratìon» .

Tab. 2 Emigrants from Friuli-Venetia Julia during the period 1959-1967. 
Source: H.VAUJSSI, np. cit., p. 909.





3.3• 4. Po_liti_ca_l anti £C£n£m_ic_s_tructu_res_ £f_t|ie_ajrea_

It has already been said that we will consider here as 
"structural” only those arrangements that involve, as actors, 

institutions and organizations of a level higher than the re

gional (intra-national] one.

Another distinction will be made between those structural 
arrangements that have already passed into the broader realm of 

the "historical background" and those that have a more direct 

impact on the events that are studied in the present research.
The borderline between the two categories is not very sharp and 

of course, cannot be fixed, once and for all • There are 
structural arrangements that very rapidly lose their impact on 

the present events and others that exert "influence" for a longer 
period of time.

At any rate we will consider here only those arrangements, 
that are contemporaneous, or immediately preceeding, the events 

of the Data Bank: approximately those arrangements that followed 

the conclusion of World War II. A closer look will be given

to those arrangements that have a particular relevance for the 
Transfrentier Region Alpe-Adria, since a large part of the events 

are of a transfrontier character.

3.3.4.i. The international alliances
«r

Italy belongs to NATO since its constitution as a military 

alliance in 194S. Friuli-Venetia Julia, in particular, is a crucial 
area in the defense system of the alliance. It hosts 
on its territory an important NATO/USA nuclear air base in Avia

no (province cf Fordenone), to some early warning electronic 

stations and, allegedly, to nuclear mines placed in the Karst 

plateau. ‘
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Neighbouring Yugoslavia, a member of the socialist came » is 
a country that tries to find its way in its politics of non
alignment, between the threatening Oriental Block and the econo
mically necessary openings to the West.

Austria too is a non-aligned country and underlines this
tyroleAproposing itself as a bridge between West and East -and 

hosting several international organizations.

3.3.4.2. The statutes of the transfrontier partners

The partners of the Alpe-Adria transfrontier region enjoy

different statutes inside their respective nation-states. The 

different statutes have an influence on the degrees of autonomy 

that the actors can have on international matters.
The most autonomous are the two Yugoslav Republics cf Slove

nia and Croatia: Jugoslavia is a federal state. In a more inter

mediate plsce can be classified the two Austrian Länder of Carinthia 
and Styria. Those two Lander are very active partners in the 

transfrontior relations. ■
The region Friuli-Venetia Julia is probably the partner more

c

dependent on . its "center" though it obtained a special statute 
in 1963, thus fulfilling one of the agreements of the Peace Treaty 

of 1947. The status of Autonomous region does not give the territory any 
particular power in dealing with international relations. Notwithstan

ding, the region almost immediately started a series of contacts 

with the neighbouring regions on questions of mutual interest.
The region has presently an office for external relations.

3.3 .4.3. The creation of the EEC

The creation of the European Community in 1958 is important 

for the Interpretation of the data of the present research for two 

reasons. Firstly, because the Community Organisms are themselves





active in transnational relations with Friulian actors. Secondly,

. the European agreement led to a general increase in the 

bilateral interactions between the member states. '

Italy is a founding member of the EEC. Yugoslavia does not

belong to the European Community, but signed with it commercial 

agreements in 1970, 1973 and 1960. In 1972 Austria too signed some 

economic agreements with the European Corrmunities. These agreements 

foresee the gradual creation of a zone of free trade for 
industrial products.

3 .3.4 .4 , Bilateral agreements

"The region Friuli-Venetia Julia is strictly linked to the 

geo-eccnorr,ic and cultural complex made up of the territories of 

Slovenia and Carinthia so that, both the lines of development of 
the EEC, find the new tendencies in the East, have here a particular 

importance”

Befure examining the bilateral arrangements reached between
Italy and Yugoslavia, and Italy and Austria, let us remind ouselves

that all the three countries are members of GATT. Italy is one

of the founding members, Austria entered in the GATT system in 1951,

while Yugoslavia reached the full membership in 1966. This implies 

that in their commercial relations all the principles of the western 

economic system apply: the clause of the most favourite country, 

the prohibition of dumping and tariff liberalizations. The 
complets list of agreements concluded between Italy and Yugoslavia 
would be very long. Let us remind 6ome iif > the most important 
ones: ■

1) The Udine Agreement on transfrontier traffic of 1955

2) The Alpe-Adria Fair that started in 1962 

3} The Commercial Agreement of 1967

4) The -Fishing Agreement in the Adriatic Sea of 1S73
5) The 0s?,7.o Agreement of 1975.





We do not need here to go into the details of the various

agreements. As a witness of their importance some figures can be

cited: between 19B7 and 1974 the Italian-Yugoslav interexchange 
in monetary terms 

increased three times, (from 255 to 857 billion lire). During the
same period the railway traffic of goods more than doubled [from

1. £20.000 to 3.254.000 tons) (37).

Among the most important aspects of the economic cooperation

with Yugoslavia are the "joint ventures”. Italy is the first
partner of Jugoslavia having signed 77 contracts of industrial

cooperation and 27 contracts of common investment (8 contracts
of cooperation have been signed with industries of Friuli-Venetia
Julia) ( 30).

The Alpe-Adria Fair plays also an important role in promoting
and stimulating initiatives for long term cooperation in the
commercial and technic-industrial fields.

should
The Clsimo Agreement . . also to be briefly mentioned here.

It is quite recant, having been signed in 1975, and its full impact 

on the bilateral relations will develop completely only in the' future 
especially when (and if) the most important provision of the 
Agreement; the Industrial Free Zone that should be realized

w „
across the border, will be actuated. This project has been fiercly 

opposed by many political forces in Trieste and there is now a 

shared agreement that, at least, its location should be moved 

from the K.arsL plateau over Trieste to the border in the province 

of Gorizia.
As to the exchanges between Italy and Austria, we have already 

se9n that thsir economic transactions are regulated by the standard 
rules adopted by the western economies after the conclusion of World 

War II.

In particujsr for the relations between Friuli-Venetia Julia 
and CarinthiCjore aspect that these two regions have in common, 

must be underlined: that is the rnarginality of their position in
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the respective national economies. The geo-political situation renders 

the two regions very irpcrtant nodes of through traffic. This implies 

et the sam? time competition and need for cooperation to integrate 

the cc.'nmunicstic" sy=t£^s- Another similar aspect we find ie the 

co-presencs, at the tcp cf the Adriatic Sea of the two ports of Trie

ste and RijsKa. Hare =g=in the competitive situation can be restruc
tured in s situation cf cccperation and integration of the services 
offersd, with tLe possibility of mutual benefits.

This situetion c* cc^-atition and cooperation leads anyway to 

the need lt fr=“'jent r.sstirgs that tf.Ka place at the various levels 
of the regicnsl '"ioce.1 autrcntiss. In the words of one scholar of 

the economic cccperaticri the ere*: The political-economic powers
of the ^Ips'fcria Rigic-.s have accepted the great challenge to 

transform :hs herder reficr.s in a: Unitarian economic zone. This is 
confirmed cy t." irrsvsrsic-s ccnr.i-T.er ts both cf the various mixed 

governmental c:"issi~r= ="d ct the rL~=rous ”K.ontaktkomitee" formed 

by the W.fnfcsrs of C:-~£rC2 for ths spatial planning, the foreign 

excr.snge. the ~~= ccT-.mcst.cns, the industrial cooperation" ( 391.
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4. Methodology of the research (the TRENDS/ Transnational Events 
Network - Data Set]

4.1. Introduction

Let us recall that the general aim of the research is to draw 

a clear and complete picture of the'- interactions of Friuli-Venetia 
Julia with the rest of the world, during the last 20 years.

The instrument that has been realized to allow the building of 

this map is the TRENDS project (Transnational Events Network - Data 

Set]. The nature of the research and üf the instrument used seem to 
restrict the possibility of analysis to descriptive purposes.
But the analysis of the findings of the research and their linkage 

with the previously examined background variables, will permit the 
formulation of a number of generalizations.
These wil] need a lot of more investigation work and comparison 

with other cases before they can be considered well founded.
There ere same aspects of transnational relations that cannot 

even be described by means of the data bank. The source of data, 

for the date bank, is the newspapers, and the newspapers report 

the manifest aspects of the transnational relations.

We can say nothing using this source, about the secret diplomatic 

and political processes. Nevertheless, we can say that most, if not 

all, of these secret processes belong to the realm of international 

relations between states. Transnational relations occur between 
states and regions, which, by definition, should have solved all 
the crucial problems that prevent people from living together peacefully 
We could say that transnational relations occur when, and if, the 
central po^er has given the "nihil obstat" to the initiatives of the 

transnational actors. If this is true in general, it can be affiiTned 
that a marginal transnational activity persist even between two 

conflicting actors; the activity of infiltrated refugee
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agents can t>e given ■ as an example.

Apart from the secret processes that dû not appear on the pages

of the newspapers there are some other aspects that, in order to

be studied, need other sources of information to be used. All

the "routine” transactions, such as: import-export of goods, the

International labour-market (movement of emigrants and transfrontier
workers), movement cf persons and vehicles at the frontiers, tourist-

movcment, foreign student exchange, . ; activity of the religious
missions and the like, can be studied examining alternative sources,
Most of the time we need to go through statistics (aggregate data)
produced by the same institutions or organizations that promote
activities of this kind. Such transactions have been however left out
of this study, for the reasons examined above (1 ).

With the sources examined here, we can understand V 
happening.

possibly all that is ' But we don't know why or how it happens.
This can be ascertained, apart from the study of the structural

variables, by means of interviews with the actors of the transnational

relations. This implies a certain number of visits to these institu^
tions to speak to people involved in the transnational activities

of the institutions they belong to. The main questions would concern
the degrep of involvement of the institution in transnational

interactions (how many people for how many hours a week, how many

direct or indirect contacts - communications, persons going abroad
. alsoor visits of foreign actors),Anow the institution is internally

structured tc cope with its transnational role, and sn on.

The data bank will be anyhow very useful in indicating
what are, arrong the possible institutions involved in transnational

relations, the most active and promising onès frcm the point of
(.easily access iblej 

view of the research. Onejfextra source of information on

transnational relations, seems to be the phone

directory, f• cuick examination of certain items in the "fellow

Fages” of sclscted years will reveal an increase or decrease of





transnational actors. We can not Know with which states, in what 

directions these actors are active, unless we' send a postal 
questionnaire with a short set of questions , but we could divide 
these actors by their location to see if in certain cities 

(as can be expected)- any specialized role emerges. We have 
examined the weakness» . of the data bank in the study of trans
national relations of a region. Let us take a look now at what such a
data bank can give us.

The source of data for the bank is local newspaper^which 
find their "raison d’etre" in the fact that they report, possibly 
faithfully and entirely, all the events that aPfect the area of 

their reach.

The sources need to be compared because there
can be distortions due to the political alignment of the newspapers 

considered; but it seems reasonable to say that, while the eva
luation of the events might differ from one source to the other, 
no newspaper can' ignore at least the significant events.

Most of the variaDles of the data bank are of the nominal
type and this induces severe limitations in the statistical analyses

that cam be done Notwithstanding, as long as the main purpose
of the research is descriptive the limitations can be consi

dered acceptable.

Some more specific methodological problems that arose ' in 
building the data bank, whose contents will be used in the 
present research, will be presented here below: additional remarks 

will be made whan presenting the variables.

4.2. The source

The Transnational Events Network - Data Set has been built 
its

using as^source tne local newspaper "Messaggero Veneto”, All the 
events identified es transnational and involving an actor that at
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directly anglo-arnerican]» events and the local sources are not 

independent; each of them reports only part of the "truth".

' In the case of the present research severe difficulties did
the

not arise. The source of^data is a regional one, and it is in 
fact the transnational activity of a region.that has to be 

ascertained.
Time and budgetary limits impede, for the moment, the 

possibility of using more, mutually integrated., sources. Alter

native sources are indeed available, but each of them presents 

some problems, so that the choice was to use, at least for the

moment, the "Messaggero Veneto” which covers all the region with
the

provincial pages entire time span (1957-1977) of the research.

"II Piccolo" seemed to be too biased towards what happens

in Trieste. "II Gazzettino” of Venice was excluded because, while 

featuring local pages for all the provinces of the region.it has its 

central editorial office outside it.
A local newspaper (Primorski Dnevnik) issued by the Slovene 

ethnic minority als3 exists, but it is too biased in in reporting, 

quite accurately, even the minimal events that involve the Slovenes 

of botii sides cf the Italy-Yugoslavia.border (transfrentier 

interactions that are mostly of thevlicmoethnic” type (4') ).

The choice however, was not so crucial in the case of the 

present research because the most important goal was to show what 

are the changes across time, more than the absolute figures for 

a single year-. An bthsr strategy employed in reducing the single 

Source disadvantege has-been that of raising the-standards for 

allowing a piece of news to bo considered an event (5 ).

A local newspaper cannot ignore the important facts of the regional 
life without losing part cf its function.
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4.3. Identification of the event

A problem exists in identifying, i.e. separating, a single event 

from a series of similar events. To discuss this point it is useful 
to cite here another definition of event, given by E.E.Azar: "We 
maintain that an event has five components: actor, target, activity, 
issue-arca, and time. All of these components must exist within the 
source if an event is to be identified. A discrete event exist only 

when’ at least one of the above components is different from one 

event to the other” [ 4 )-
The presence of the variables (components) cited by the author 

is considered also in "TRENDS” as “conditio, sine qua non" for an 

event to be recorded. It has also been decided accordingly to consider 
the modification of at least one of the "crucial" variables as an 

indicator of the presence of another discrete event. This strategy 

is very useful in solving the problems created by some events of 

rrixed nature that ere difficult to code. We can code as two separate 

events, for example:, a ceremonial meeting where political speeches ere 
followed by a sports game between representatives of two twin-cities.. 
This is useful also in solving the problem, explained below, of the 

"weighting” of the event.

4.4. Wheighting of the events

In alj Known d a r a  banks, one of the worst problems to be solved 

uas to give some weight to events that are sometimes very
different in their reach, in their ’’historical” importance, and in 

the number and amoun+. of resources employed by the actors. Here 
resource's is usea ”latu sensu” meaning not only material, economic, 

■f’inanCi-',I resources, but also time, political currency, prestige,etc.).
The first thing that can be done in trying to level (to ■ mahe 

'fore crmotriible) the events, is of course, to exclude frcm codification 

"routine events";which were here defined as transactions. The trans

actions can be neatly cut out only when we have a clear,operational





definition nf both events and transactions.

As indicated above, another strategy is that of multiplying 

the events in the presence of a modification in one of t,he variables 
that we consider crucial.

A quite useful indicator cf the relevance of an event can also 

be supplied by the number of the participant actors, or by the 
relevance attributed by the newspaper to the event, measured in 
terms of space devoted to it.

We have to remind^that, when dealing with transnational relations, 
we do not expect to find together events of very different magnitude, 
such as a-Marshal plan together with an agreement for the export of 

a United quantity of meat.

4.5. Codification of the actors

Other problems arose when coding the actors involved in the 

uv?r,t interactions. When we deal with international relations the 

actors are always nation-states and when we say Italy, the actor is 
fully identified. We will sometimes have a specification of who 
really acts cn behalf of the state and this is done through the 

introduction of another variable: the organ of the actor.Thus in 

in interaction we will have a Prime Minister (organ) of a given 
Litete (actori who : iias a meeting, visits a foreign country, and 

r-;: cn. . It is clear that the nation-state is an actor only in a 

'¡evuphorical sense, but this is a convention that does not create 
"Hy prcblen, because we Know from the variable organ who really 
s-.ts. Nor arc there big problems with introducing, the -international 

:.-ig*nizations into the analysis. Hars we do not have

"rpcgrapr.ical metaphor” that actsf because, the international 
urbanizations are actor? ip a functional sense. Here again, when 

lb want to Know who really acts, we need to specify who is the organ 

Df the actor. The secretary of the United Nations [organ) speak? and 

/is its a country cn behalf cf the U N (actor).
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When dealing with transnational interactions the problem of the 

identification of the actor is made worse because many other

actors, .who do not have a strong geographical identity, are
present. To make it more clear: C.Alger speaks of the "impact of 

cities on international system" f 7). But the cities do not really
act: they are the seat of institutions, organizations, individuals

that perform transnational rolesj • . happen to reside in cities

and sometimes represent the city government. The cities thus act 

only "latu sensu", and not always as such. Following, is a list f?ro- 
•vlded by S.R.Saunders of the ways in which a city can act:

"It may be useful in conceptualizing cities as units of analysis in 

international relations to posit a number of possible approaches 

that have or could be taken by the authors:
1) Cities as intentional and autonomous actors
2) Cities ar node» in international networks, providing services 

that link peoodn and institutions globally

3) Cities as rcducers and diffusers of culture (...)
4) Cities as international headquarters (...) .
5) Cities as indirect participators in the international system

through international organizations of cities such as the 

European Council of local authorities
6 ) Cities as r.-* lieus that impact national governments or other 

elites (...)

7) Cities city-states or actors in their own right and not as
part of -;*nal system (...)

&) Cities c,-.- border-cities: local administrations whose activities

and whct-i very locations overlap national boundaries (...)’* ( 8  )•

We cen accept the metaphor that the cities’ are actors when we 

are under points 1), 7), 8 ) of the above list, end in this case
we may identify those who really act by looking for the organ of 

th* city £ov*nvi.6nt that initiated or was the target of the trans
action. But r, we consider, for example, the cities as producers 
and tiiffucrrcr culture we can hardly say that a folklore group 

acts as en or^an of the city.
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In order to avoid the ambiguity of having actors with a strong 

geographical identity - and actors whose functional character
is pre-eminent it has been decided to use two variables to fully 

identify an actor: one indicates the actor according to its functional 
role and the second specifies its territorial location , A third 

variable has been added to indicate, whenever it was the case, the
ethnic character. of the actor.

4.6. Identification of the underlying dimensions

A lot of effort’̂ afleen directed, by the builders of data banks,
A

to the goal of creating some ordinal or, better, interval scales to 

place the events on a "continuum", implying an underlying dimension. 
Most of the time this dimension was the "cooperative-conflictual 
dimension" ( &). But in the interactions of transnational type the 

conflictuality seems to be rarely present almost by definition, and, 

if we accept this last proposition, a scale constructed along this 

dimension would be too biased towards the cooperative side. We
may avoid this difficulty by substituting the conflictuel end, .

chosing'f'01' example a "cooperative-competitive dimension". But it 

is quite difficult also to place the events in this last "continuum", 
because almost all the events seem to have, et the same time, some 
cooperative and some competitive characteristics. It seems very 

difficult to identify the "ideal-type” of a purely cooperative or 
purely competitive event andiA>this way, we run the risk of not even 
being able to provide our scale with the two extremes.

The point put forward in the preceeding lines needs to be 

briefly specified. The impression could be achieved, that it is 
maintained that conflictuality is not present in the peripheries.
This, we know, is not true at all. We could think, for example, of 

what happened in Trieste in opposition to the Osimo Agreements 

between Italy and Yugoslavia. There were many reactions to it (even





a local political party was created to organize the opposition); 
these could be interpreted as manifestations of conflictuality 

towards the Italian Government and, at the same time, towards 
Yugoslavia. The point is that all these manifestations were uni

lateral» they happened in Trieste without, at least a manifest, 

participation of actors of the other side of the border. A target, 

direct or indirect, could be singled out(but the event-interac
tions, in this case, lacks the interactive situation.

It could be objected that there was, anyway, a movement across the 

borders of objects, if not tangible, at least intangible (information) 
In fact other international relatione data-banks also take into 

account events of this kind (1 0); the option of the presfent research 
has been to exclude them. This has been done, because of the 
practical problems that would arise in trying to identify this kind 

cf event at the source; for example, in every speech cf a local 

political Deader there may be references to foreign issues.
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The research data will be presented here together with the
principal findings. The variables employed have been grouped,

starting from those that describe the source and the time dimension,

followed by those that describe the features of the events and of

the actcrs. The two last sections are devoted to describe in
particular the transfrontier and the multilateral interactions.

on
This general outline, used in commentingKthe data, has been followed 

as faithfully as possible, but the reality can hardly be -forced into 
schemes sc that, especially when crosscutting variables are introdu

ced in the discussion, certain aspects are sometimes anticipated 
and, later, re-taken into consideration. The matter of transfrentier 
interactions, for example,which are treated in a particular section, 
have already beeh quoted to make comparisons with the simple trans

national interactions. Also certain explanatory comments will be 
quoted, end will be treated in more detail in the concluding

chapter.

5.1. The ye; rs in the file ana the variable sequence

Th-3 years selected to be included in the file have been one ̂ Can- 
cut of three! starting from 1957. The last year completely available 

at the tins of the survey was 1977 and thus the last interval could 
not L? inspected. 1976 has been added to the file to include the "year 

of thi? •'.o earthquakes", which we consider a test year in particular 

verify :;hat was the influence of the pre- established interac
tion rrtv.orKG on the international relief activity following the 

disaster. Hence the time span of the research is 21 years, which 

seems to be a sufficiently long period of time to , grasp
the noit fundamental changes and developments occurred. It has to

5. Analysis of the resoerch data
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be underlined, however, that the gaps between the years
ere not -filled at the present stage of development of the data bank, and 
therefore

\[do not permit us to make real time-series analyses? So, this has 
to be considered a mere longitudinal study with all the limitations 

implied. The most fundamental,,limitation is that we cannot infer,
anything from the data about the short term variations, 'only the most 
evident and less ambiguous trends will be, in fact, noted and 
commented.

The total number of events recorded, has a huge increase during 

the period of time considered with a peak in 1969 (cfr. tab. 9 ).

That could have been considered a roof, but the data regarding the 

last two years in the file show another increase. We can try tc 
assess the reasons by looking at the variable sequence that has 
been introducen in the file to give us a tool that easily identifies 

and selects certain events related to particular issues,

that can be separately analyzed. One of the sequences employed, 
identifies the events related to the international relief activity Dn

S t  r y  cKthe occasion cf the two earthquakes thatj^ Friuli in 1976. As a , 

first remark it can be seen that this kind of event, accounts only 
partially for the general increase in the number of events for the 

last two years in the file. We should, anyway, add to the events 

directly related to the earthquake, a certain amount of events 

induced as a snde-effect of the increased attention of various 
actors °n the "Friuli case”. This would further decrease the 

number of events . the "normal” pattern, and we could accept the 

hypothesis th-s*. since around 1969 a kind of roof in the potentia

lities of interaction of Friuli-Venetia Julia ' was reached.
Another item of the variable "sequence” attaches the label 

of "transfrentier interactions" to those that involve at least 

one partner of the Alpe-Adria region in interaction with Friuli- 
Ventitia Julia (the- others being Slovenia, Croatia, Carinthia end
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Styria). Events of this Kind increase from 12 to 29 as a percentage of 

the total. This fact can be easily explained mainly by the opening of 

the frontiers with Yugoslavia in 1955 and 'the subsequent process of re

connection of relations that had been interrupted. This process seems 

to have reached stability in 1969 since, from that year, the percentages 

remain virtoally constant.
Another sequence of events refers to interactions that can be direc

tly connected to the process of European unification or are enacted by a 

Friulian actor in relation to any of the official European institutions. 
There are very few events of this Kind until 1969 when there is a sub

stantial increase, which might be connected with the reorganization of 
the foreign-relations of the Friuli-Venetia Julia Region relating to 

the creation of a special office. After this peak, the level of inter
action ebbs again, rising in 1975 and especially in 1976 with the in
tervention cf the European Community in relief activities. In 1977 the 

level of interaction with the European Community remains sufficiently 
high to reveal 3 discsrnable established pattern of communication bet

ween the whole and one component unit in a "Europe of the Regions" 

perspective. .

Another item has been introduced in the variable sequence to follow 
the phenomenon of the twin-towns exchange. In Friuli-Venetia Julia there 

ere quite a few towns that have been twinned with other towns in Europe, 
This phencrr.sncn reaches its peaK, in our data, in 1966 and after that 

period a certain slew-down can be noted, justified in the last few 
years, by the disturbing effects of the earthquakes on the normal 

pattern of interaction.
The town-twinning movement has also lost, during these last few 

years, part cf its vitality or, at least, exhausted the greatest part 
of its potential. The last events recorded are almost exclusively a 

follow up to the town-twinnings of the past.
The last item of the variable sequence is one that might be more 

interesting in the future, in the case -of a political will to enact 

the "Accordo di Osimo” signed in 1975. The very few
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events recorded up to 1977 reveal that there have been many 

discussiPnsindeed,on the two sides of the border, about the "ac
cordo” and its possible consequences, but all these discussions 
remained confined to either of the two sides without a mutual invo_l 

vement and confrontation of opinions at a bilateral ]evel, apart 
from the few meetings of the official mixed commissions.

The events related to most of the sequences considered in the 
tofile are too few'fallow a more thorough statistical analysis of the

data. The same cannot be said for the transfrentier interactions

that in many instances will be considered as a separate subset of

events. They represent a particular reality that needs to be
clucirly understood as such and to be separate from the rest of

irv
the transnational interactionsAto enhance the comparability of 
the data of the TRENDS-data bank.

we must remember that Friuli-Venstia Julia is a border region, 

b.it this is not. always the case when studying the transnational 

relations of a region. If Tusceny were be the subject of our 
analysis we would be not confronted with transfrontier interactions 

ar.d the seme would be the case when comparing the findings of the 

present research with those emerging from the project that analysed 
the transnational relations of the city of Columbus, Ohio (1 ).

5.2. Variables describing the source and the time dimension

A set of variables has been introduced in the file to 

describe the formal characteristics of the article from which 
the event has been extracted. These variables are only briefly 
described hire, because they will be ' more useful in the possible 

enlargement. of •. the deta bank. The variable source, for example, 
at this stage only codes one digit, the' "flessaggero 

Veneto” newspaper. I'lore codes will be added when alternative 

sources will be introduced.
As the prominence of the article in the newspaper’s
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refer«*issueA,twti variables have been introduced:one indicates the number 

of columns of the title of the article and the second the length 

of the article expressed in centimeters.

The figures for the variable columns are given below (cfr.tab. 4). 

An almost constant percentual decrease of the less prominent articles 

(one or two columns of width of the title), can be noted during this 
time.

This reveals a growing importance attributed by the source 

to the transnational events and/or an intrinsic growing of the reach

and importance of the events coded. The finding that increasing 

space is dedicated,by the source,to transnational events is important 

as regards another question. We have found '- • ' a growth in the 

average number of pages that compose a single newspapers issue, w^ich 

from 1957 to 1977, approximately doubled. A slightly more than 

proportional space given to advertising was, also found. ' . .. 

The newspaper space available for news thus had a net growth.

During the same period of time the number of events coded, increases 

approximately five times. From the foregoing it can be assumed that
athis last increase is not spurious: due to more space available in 

the newspaper for news, since this is compensated by the increase 

in the space devoted by the newspaper to the single transnational 

event.

We obtain similar results when examining the variable'centimeter

- length" of the article. We will not present figures for this varia-
anotherble, sinceA version, recoded in intervals , has been used in 

constructing the "index of prominence"which ’will be presented . 

below.

Another variable has been introduced in the file to specify 

whether more, extra articles were dedicated by the source to comment on 

the same event. Three items havo been used for this variable: 

one to indicate that one or two extra articles appeared, the second 

indicates that there were more than two extra articles, most of the 

time" a series of follow up reports in the case of long lasting
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events, and a third code that indicates that no extra articles were 

found on the same source. The figures are given for the globality of 

the events coded in the file, since, . this variable has been mainly 

used in constructing the "index of prominence”.

One or two more articles 245 4,9
Follow up 54 1 ,1

No extra articles 4722 94,0

5021 1 0 0,0'

Tab.  ̂ - More articles for a single event

Another variable for which no figures are presented here, was

introduced to code the number of times that an event was announced
** it by the source as going to happen. This variable has been later

neglscted because in an overwhelming number of instances, this 

was only e mere adversiting of cultural or sports events such as 

concerts, conferences and football games. The variable thus was not 
very interesting for analysis.

"The index of prominence” has been created by attributing a 

score to the event based on the number of columns and on the length 

of the article. Extra scores were attributed to those events that 

were present in the source with more articles. The figures

are given, since the analysis will not be carried out in detail, for 
an aggregated version of this index with the articles simply being 

classified as having low or high prominence. It can be ascertained 

from the table that the trend is towards an increasing presence in 

the source of articles that have been classified as "high" in our 

indcy. •
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It llThe variable type of page is also present in the file. Its 

items are those presented in the following table (the item "city 
news" was originally disaggregated into the news from the four 

provinces that compose Friuli-Venetia Julia). As it can be seen, 

the owerwhelming number of events were reported precisely in this 

type of page . All the other items are quite low. '■ The

item "regional news" provid.es however an increasing, across time, 
contribution.

City news 79,4%
Regional news 6,7%

Sports 6,1%

Spectacle 3,4%
Third page ' 0,4%

First and second page 1,1%
Other 3,0%

Tab. 7_ jypG c.p page

Three variables are used to code the point in time when the
1/ Hevent happened or started. The variable day is obviously important

only as a means of distinguishing of an event, from others of a

sirr.ilcjr nature that can happen duringtVc same month. It has been
used to measure the impact on the total number of events that was

the
produced by the relief activity on^occasion of the two earthquakes 

that strick Friuli in 1976. Events of this kind have been in fact 

extracted from the file and their distance from the catastrophic 

event measured by means of this variable in conjunction with the 
variftLie month. As : can be seen,events of this kind , while being
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K um crâ  à t <U‘I

Fig. 21 - Number of events (weeks from the impact) 
related to the earthquakes

still present . more than a year and a half afterthe impact, show 

a sudden decrease after the first weeks following the disaster.

This is what is called, in the sociology of disasters literature, 

the relief phase [2 ). The downward trend is contrasted by the 
« * 
events relati^gto the succeeding phases of rehabilitation- and 

reconstnjction( to which the international and transnational actors also 

partecipated. The characteristic up end down trend is compli

cated by the presence of the other earthquake that struck Friuli 

approximately twenty weeks afterthe first disaster. This fact 
brought more relief activities and more events to the data bank (3).

The variable^month ¿s further, . used below, in conjunction 

with the variable sector to describe the emerging seasonal patterns 

of activity. The variable''year' has already beei presented to shew 
the increase of . events . during the time span considered

in the present stage of development of the data-bank. This variable will 
also be largely used later, ' in the crosstefculaticn

with the most important variables of the fils.\





The last variable used to describe the time dimension is the 
. 11 , •'variable duration of the event. This variable is not apt for 

a deep analysis because its distribution is at all unbalanced.The 
item "few hours" is present in fact in approximately 80% of the 
events as it can be seen from the table below.

Few hours 3996
Up to three days 523

More than 3 days 422

tot. 4941
Not applicable 73

Tab. 8 *■ Duration of the event

5.3. Tho events

A set of variables has been introduced in the file that 
describes the ¡nain features of the events collected from the 
pages of the Tlessaggero Veneto. A^part from the identification 

number of the event,which starts every new year from the digit 001 

the margins]t for all the other variables will be illustrated here 

below. The presentation of the findings will be preceded, whenever 

necessary, bv c short description of the variable and of its items. 
In certain instances tables are presented that feature intersecting 

variables, these  nave been already presented or will be described
immédiat 1y after.

5.3.1. Level of aggregation of the actors and number of participants

Dévider 5 the events in the file by level of aggregation

of the actors, we have the distribution shown in tao. The varia 
according to

bla has b:?in crdered1̂the criterion of increasing complexity of 

event fincreasing mutual involvement of the actors). The uni-

80,9% 
10,6% 
8,5%

100,0%
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lateral events imply an indirect target of the action and the 

categories 2 and 4 are sub-species of the bilateral and multi

lateral events in the sense that, in both cases one actor carries 

on the role of organizer or promoter of the interaction.

As regards the unilateral events, those present in the file 

are only the minimal part, of all the messages that are exchanged 

almost daily between several actors, that emerge from the mass 

and become newsworthy. In the file they play a marginal role.

The ratio between pure bilateral and organizer/invited types 
of events remains almost constant during the period considered, 

while the ratio between multilateral and organizer/participants 
types of events shows an almost constant change in favour of the 
pure multilateral ones.

This trend towards an increase in the complexity of the aggre

gation of the actors can also be seen in the comparison between 

all types of bilateral interactions, on one side, and multilateral 

interactions, on the other side. With one exception: the activities 
related to international relief are of the bilateral type and this 

changes the ratio. In 1977, with the decrease of relief activities,

the trend seems to go back to the normal pattern.
*' t

An interesting finding emerges by extracting from the file

the transfrontier interactions. The "marginality" of the unilateral 
interactions is confirmed end the predominance of the pure bilateral 

events against those of the "organizer-invited” type is even 

accentuated. This reveals more purposefulness and mutual involvement 
in the transfrontier events because the events that fall under the 
heading "organizer-invited" are, most of the times, concerts and 
conferences^ich are part of a kind of routine activity for certain 
cultural and musical organizations.Events of this kind , in a way, 

are not very interesting or revealing of integrative efforts

by the actors involved. The abovementionsd finding is also confirmed 

by the comparison between pure multilateral and "organizer-partici 

pants" events. Here the percentages are reversed,this last type of
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events being marginal^confronted with the totality of the trans

frontier events (cfr. tab.^).

Uni lateral Organizer-
invited Bilateral Organizer

participants
Multi
lateral

Transnational 66 959 2047 517 134 372:

1,8 25,8 55,0 13,9 3,6 74,.

Transfrontier 21 149 928 34 159 129

1,6 11,5 71,9 2,6 12,3 25, i

Tot. 87 1106 2975 551 293 501*
1,7 22,1 59,3 11,0 5,8 100,1

Tab. 10- Transfrontier vs. rest of interactions by level of aggregation

One other confirmation of a trend towards an increasing complexity
in the events recorded in the file can be obtained by looking at the

a
number of participants. This variable differsjittle 'rcm the ebove 
examined level of aggregation because', also some actors parti

cipated only marginally in the event were recorded in the file, when

they were reported by the source. We can,in fact, have a bilateral
from

event involving mere actors k the two sides. We have coded the higner 
tWelevel or^inore involved actors as actor 1 (the host] and actor 2 (the 

guest] and other actors up to eight as side participants.

A percentual increase in favour of the events involving three 

or more participants may be noticed (Cfr. tab.H].
The? figures shewing the total number of actors coded by year 

revea] an increase that is auasi-parallel to that cf the events.

There is, actually, a slow modification in the ratio actors/events 

tnat increases arid then from 1972, stabilizes on an average of 
2.4 actors per event. 1977 makes an exception that would need more
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, years in the file to be correctly appreciated.

5.3.2. Monthly patterns and sectors of.activity

By looking at the distribution of the events during the year,

a monthly pattern can be identified with May and September as

the peaks of activity and, in genj-al, Spring and Summer more

favorable for transnational interactions than the rest of the
the case ofyear. This aspect is further accentuated in A the transfrontier 

events that remain above the average also in early Autumn with

September and Octcbsr.whinh account for 25% of the events of the

year (expected value for the two months: 16,6%) (cfr. Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22 - Total events by month by sequence (transnational/transfrontier)





The analysis of this variable is more interesting if we divide 
to

the events accordinga the sectors mainly involved in the interactions

From the graph it is evident that all the sectors follow the

general pattern seen above with the exception of the cultural events

whose distribution is unimodal with the peak of activity during 
without

Spring, and A very wide oscillations during the year. On the other 

side the economic sector shows the difference maximum ranging 

from 4% of the economic events of the year during the months of 
December and January, to 17% in July [Cfr. Fig.23).

- Total events hy month by sector (percentages)





4« I *Let us analyse more closely the variable sector (for the 

Hsccripticn of the various items that make up this variables see 

append* It has to be said here that, whenever possible,

i-f-e code for this variable was attributed to the event on the 

►a5is of the "nature” of the event (i.e. on the basis of the 

Afsr.da in the case of a meeting between representatives of two 

iccel communities). When this was not possible, the nature not 

>--irg self evident or the agenda not known, the sector of major 

crrcern of the actors involved in the event was used to classify 

t̂-.E event itself.
The time distribution of the variable 'sector*shows an overall 

stability. The percentage differences of the various items
rer year are not statistically significant. Only one major exception 

t.-crceŝ  tnat is the huge increase of the assistence-relief sector 
i 1S7B d u a ,  of course, to the earthquakes and the related interna- 

:ic'£2 relief activity. All the other items show a pattern that is 
parallel to the increase in the total number of events.

Thsre ere some small variations to • the general pattern only 

*rr ti*.G5S items that have a relatively low occurrence and, in these 

:•>£££. chence might play an important role. We could also notice a 

s-sli, r.sre then proportional, increase in the political events 
trails! to e decrease in the events involving the military 

rr IZ-ir. Tab. 12).

In a nore aggregated version of the variable sector, the 

„-.¿rail liability in the percentage distribution of the data 

y.rirr i-i. tirrs span considered, with the exception of 1976, is 
»."'irr.?:'. Curing this year there is an increase of activity in 

¿11 :~= -cjt sectors with the social one growing more than propor- 
1577, with the slow return to the post-earthquake 

we find the social events almost halved, the economic
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sector decreasing, while political and especially cultural events

continue tc grow in absolute numbers [Cfr. Tab.13).

Once recognized ttiat there are no dramatical changes in the
distribution of the events per sector of activity during the years

considered in the'file, we can compare the transfrontier

with the rest of the events, just by looking at the total figures
(Cfr. Tftb.14). The transfrontier type of interactions is composed
of a minor share of events involving the cultural and research-

educatiori sectors. Very few events involve the military and the
major pert of them are restricted to the .‘.earthquake relief
activity. The other interactions are exchanges of greetings

between frontier officers during the Nsw‘(Year* s fcve.. The

diplomatic events, es can be expected, are non existent. The sports
events are more present in transfrontier interactions (24% instead

of 10%), ' . • . . .

' Even more interesting is the

fact that also economic events and interactions related to transport.
and regional planning are percentually more present at the trans-

the
frontier, then at the rest of^transnational level. From the fact that

the political meetings at the transfrontier level wheigh more than
when thedoublc^ccnfronted with the political activity at the rest ofAtrans

national level, we have another verification of the hypothesis that 

the interactions of transfrontier partners are more purposeful and

interesting for 0L.r analysis due to their possible integrating 
effect:..
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Transnatio
nal

Transfrontier Tot

CULTURAL 1312 35.2 297 23.0 1609 32.1
RESEARCH SCHOOLS 313 8.4 53 4.1 366 7.3
ECONOMIC 398 10.7 178 13.8 576 11.5

POLITICAL 291 7.8 207 16.0 498 9.9
EMIGR.ETHNICREL 78 2.1 31 2.4 109 2.2

TOURISM 124 3.3 25 1.9 148 3.0

SPORT 356 9.6 306 23.7 662 13.2

TRANSPORT REGIONAL 
PLANNING

83 2.2 49 3.8 132 2.5

MILITARY 202 5.4 23 1.6 225 4.5

RELIGION 90 2.4 14 1.1 104 2.1

DIPLOMATIC 223 6.0 1 .1 224 4.5

ASSISTANCE RELIEF 253 6.8 107 8.3 360 7.2

Tot. 37.23 74.3 1291 25.7 5014 100.0

Tab. 14 - Sector of activity by sequence (transnational/transfrontier)





Another variable in the file,which is closely related to the 

variable sector, describes the behavioral category of the event.

In a preliminary stage of the research this variable was of the 

nominal type, coding the labels attributed to the events by the 
source (concert, economic fair, political meeting, etc...). The 

variable has been later recoded into five more broad categories 

which have been ordered along a continuum that goes from a 

maximum to a minimum of involvement of the lay public, side by 

side with an increasing purposefulness or degree of cperativeness 

in the ccntcnt of the events implied. The categories used in 
recoding the variable are: exhibitions, ceremonial meetings and 

exchanges, visits and inspections, conferences and'operative17 
imeetings { k).

The exhibitions category has been constructed by recoding 
together the following items (in brackets the number of times 

they appear in the file):

- Sports event (297), usually with two teams or sportsman involved;
- Tournement (271), when more than two teams are involved;

- Sports exploit (16). This is a kind of sports event with only 

one team involved, with or without public watching.

For exe^.ple, mountain climbing or the attempt of establishing

.a new sports record;

- Conceit, opera, ballet (793);

- Conference, cultural soire6 (280);

- Arts exhibition (95)j
- Theatre, recital of prose (45);

- Festival, folklore exhibition, cultural event (130);
- Round table, lecture and the like at the university or research

- Exhibition of acrobetic military air- team or of military bodies (42)

5.3.3. The behavioral_categor^ of the event





- Recording of film or r.how for foreign TV or radio (12],

The category "ceremonial meetings and (cultural) exchanges11

is composed of the following items:

- Visit, journey of representatives of twin towns (41), this code 

has been used especially when , following the already established 

relations of twin-towns between two local communities, there are 
exchanges of visits of students or young people of the two 
communities;

- Journey of political personality (23), when meetings were not 

specified by the source;
- Sojourns abroad for study (57), for example of students or 

researchers that go abroad to attend courses or to specialize, 

usually within the framework of the cultural exchanges between 

two states:
- Sojourns, short visits of foreign students (43). This case is

with
different from the preceeding one because here we deal* shorter 

visits usually to see or study a museum, monument or cultural 

institutic n;
- Journey abroad of boy-scouts veterans or of any other organized 

group 18)j
- Visit of cultural, folk group (14);

foreign ....- Meeti:.;*. cf commander of naval*unit with head of port lllj;
- Meeting ■ political actors'"̂ *'*"'cultural group or students (E1)j

- Meeting of politicians with sports organization (30), also used

for its distribution of prizes in sports events by political
actor? or for a sports event held in presence of political 

authorities;
- Meeting of various actors with emigrants community (43), his
item has algo been used to code the inauguration of a new centre cf 

an rr'grants association;
- Digna-.-jre of economic or commercial agreements (4)j
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- Awarding of academic or cultural prize (31]}

- Inauguration of scientific or arts exhibition (75);

- Political ceremony (373;

- Eestowal of honorary citizenship or of honours (31);

- Inauguration of meeting seminar, school (17);

- Religious ceremony (26);
- Launch of a ship, inauguration of international air-line connection (18);

- Message, telegram, letter(70), almost in all instances with con

gratulations, condolences or the like;
- Meeting of veterans (30), including a few cases of meetings

of veterans with a city major;
- Twinning ceremony (not of towns) (3). .

A set of events related to the post-earthquake relief activity 

have also been coded under this general heading:
- Signature cf convention for assistance (8);

- Civilians, technicians operating'in o disaster area (13);
- Delivering of material aid to disaster population (87);
- Manifestation of gratitude or taking leave of donors (7);

- Ceremony of delivering of pre-fabricated houses (46); '

- f1a:-ifestatiori of solidarity with disaster- population (19);

- Military corps (also fire-men) intervene in disaster area;

- Offer of money to disaster population (47).

The category of'visits and inspections" comprises the following 

items: .
- Visit to industrial plant of economic authority, technicians, 

journalists fBG);

- Visit to industrial plant of military authorities (3);
- Visit to industrial plant of politicians, or political delega

tions (25);
- Visit to industrial plant of trade-unions delegations (1);

- Visit tQ industrial plant of ambassador or consul (ll)j





- Visit to industrial plant or research institute of students (133;

- Visit to highway node, port area, pipe-line, frontier-installji 

tion of delegations of any Kind (35);

- Visit of a group (L.d. of journalists) to military base or ship (18);
- Visit of ambassador or consul to military installation (4);
- Visit of foreign delegation to trade fair or exhibition (132), this

item has been used also for the participation of foreign delega

tion to the inauguration of trade fairs or exhibitions;
- Participation with stand(to trade fair (42);

- International economic fair (24);

- Visit of expert, technician for on the spot investigation (36)j
- Visit to disastered area of various actors (41). •

Since* for these Kind of events most of the time;Lf not always,
meetings with other actors arc implied, in further reccdings of

this variable they will be grouped with the "operative" meetings.
Under the heading ”conferences" have been grouped these kind

of events:

- International conference, symposium (213); .
- Meeting cf EEC commission or in EEC environment, or meeting of 

any other international organization (15);

- Meeting of commissions for border-traffic supply (33];

- Party meeting or congress (ID);

- Meeting of experts, administrators (26);
- Speech, comments, intervention (9);

- Press conference (65).

The meetings can be ordered into two subsets:
Homogeneous meetings (meetings of actors that belong to the 

sarne sector) ;
- Meeting of politicians (213);
- Meating of academic or cultural personalities (47); including 

here <3lso the visits of academic personalities, with no meeting 

specifi cd;





- Meeting of economic authorities or operators C137D f
- Meeting of military authorities (37]{

- Meeting of Rotary Clubs and the like (223;

- Meeting of tourism organizations (72)j

- Meeting of cultural groups or associations (38);

- Meeting of relief organizations (46);

- Meeting of party delegations (35);
- Meeting of trade-unions (14);
- Meeting of spcrt organizations (37)}

- Meeting of religious brganizations (25);
Not homogeneous meetings (meetings between actors that belong 

to different sectors):
- Meeting of ambassador or UN representative with political or 

"city" authorities (65)j
- Meeting of politicians with other authorities (42);

- Meeting of politicians with economic delegation or economic 
authorities (55)j

- Meeting of military authority with politicians (50)j
- Meeting with foreign consul of politicians or public functiona

ries (47);

- Meeting with leader of emigrants association (15);

- Meeting of various actors with religious personalities (35)}
- Meeting of disaster relief organization to plan aid to earth

quake .population (62).
The tine series for the above seen items is not given here 

since no definite trends can be ascertained from the data save 
for a limited number of items. This is due to the very low figures 

for most it-.'ms at this level of disaggregation. ■

Beside, hardly any definite trend can be identified,
also in the proposed aggregation of the variable. We could only 

note that there is a certain small decrease in the relative
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importance of the exhibitions and an upward tendency in the percen

tage of the operative meetings. Also for this variable we can note 

the variations induced by the events following the two earthquakes 

of 1976 that bring an increase of activity to all the categories, 

the amount of this increase being different. As it could be expected, 

there is an increase in the operative meetings. The visits and 

inspections by various actors to the damaged area do not compensate -(ov 

the decline in the visits to industrial plants and the like, and 

thus the percentage of this item decreases.

Ceremonial meetings almost double their share of the total of 

events since '< all the demonstrations- of solidarity with the 

disastered populations are included this category. The exhibi

tions and the conferences are instead declining,as a share of the 

total, while growing in absolute values. Also for this variable,

1977 means the slow return to the normal pattern.
». ' Making again a comparison between transfrontier and other 

transnational interactions we can note some differences in the 

relative strength of the items of the variable. Operative meetings 

and visits/inspections are relatively more frequent in interactions 

with trensfrontisr partners, while the contrary can be said for 

the exhibitions;. This finding is another hint of the greater 

relevance of purposeful events in transfrontier interactions (cfr.

146

Tfih. 18 - Qchijvioral category of the events by sequence (Transfrontier/
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The analysis of this variable will not be developed further 

since it has been used for the construction of the new variable: 

'type of event. This variable has been built . by crosstabulating 

the behavioral category with the sector and then recoding the 

cells to have,in the" same category events that are homogeneous 

enough to give^ from the label^ a clear idea of the underlying 

content, without en excessive disaggregation of the categories.

CULTURAL

SOCIAL

ECONOMIC

PO L IT ICAL

EXHIB.
I 1299 
25.9

2 5S9 
11 .9

$  50 
1.0

82

1.6

CEREM. 
EXCH.

3 330 
6.7

368
7.3

69
1.4

1 66 
3.7

VISITS
INSP.

6 48 
1.0

37
.7

9- 332 
6.6

5 54 
1.1

CONFER.
170
3.4

14
.3

126
2.5

G1
1.2

MEETINGS
É> 120 

2.4

217
4.3

?• 280 
5.6

5G4
11 . 2

Tab. 17 - Ssctcr of activity (recoded) by behavioral category of the event

The eight resulting categories are the following:

1) cultural exhibitions: where the exhibition of music and 

folklore groups or individuals» theatre# lectures and similar 

cultural events are included;

2) social exhibitions: usually sports events.
3) cultural and social cérémonial meetings : includes a quite 

heterogeneous set of events that hold a particular importance 

in the transnational relations. Friendship feasts, twin-town 

exchanges, inaugurations, awarding of prizes and most of the 

activities related.to the international relief in occasion of 

the 1975 earthquakes are listed here.
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4) conferences and other propositional meetings on cultural, 

scientific, social and economic matters,

5) political or economic public demonstrations,

6) meetings and visits of cultural and social actors,

7) meetings and visits of economic actors,

8) meetings and visits of political actors.

If we refer to the column percentages (tab.18],which show 

the relative composition of the type of event for every year 
in the file, we can note that, while the cultural exhibitions 

show a relative decline, especially during the first years, the 

sports events • increase until . 1972. The other
items reveal a certain stability or no definite trends ••

difficult to be appreciated without 

the completion of the gaps, of the years net present in the file 
or the crosstabulation,with other intervening variables, (This 

last strategy will be used when examining the interactions 

in the Alpe Adria transfrontier region).
As a first appreciation of the difference between trans

frontier and other transnational interactions, we can note, from 

the table presented below (cfr. tab.19), that transfrontier 

interactions are composed of a relatively major share of sports 
events, cultural and social ceremonies and exchanges, and meetings of 

economic actors.Significantly lower is the relative presence of 
cultural exhibitions and economic and political public demonstra

tions. The other categories do not show important percentage dif

ferences .
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Trans
nal

natio- Transfrorr
tier

Tot.

CULTURAL EXHIBITION 1089 83.9 210 16.8 1299 25.9
SPORTS EVETNS 333 55. B 256 44.4 599 11 .9

CULTURAL/SOCIAL 
CEREM. MEETINGS

513 72.7 193 27.3 706 14.1

CONFERENCES 213 74.5 79 25.5 310 6.2
ECONOMIC/PGl.ITICAL 
PUBLIC MAN IF EST A TI DNS

311 80.4 76 19.6 387 7.7

CULTURAL/SCCIAL
MEETINGS

304 72.0 118 28.0 422 8.4

ECONOMIC MEETINGS 438 71.6 174 28.4 612 12.2

POLITICAL MEETINGS 504 74.2 175 25.8 679 13.5

lot. 3723 74.3 1291 25.7 5014 1C0.0

Tab. ^9 - Type of event by sequence (transfrontier/transnatior.al)





As regards the places of interaction, the ratio between events 

that happened in Friuli-Venetia Julia and outside the borders of 

the region remains reasonably constant (short-term variations are 

present) with almost three*quaters in favour of the first cate- • 

gory . This is not surprising since the only source used in 

building the data-bank has been a regional one.

151

5.3.4. The loci of interaction

Locus 1957 1960 1963 1966 1969 1972 1975 1976 1977

Friuli-Venetia Julia 

Foreign locus

69.6

30.4
76.8

23.2

69.7

30.1

73.8

26.2

74.7

25.3

77.8

22.2
73.0

27.0

76. Q 

21.2

71.1
28.9

Tab. 20 - Locus by year (Percentages)

It is rrors interesting to compare the distribution among the four 

provinces of the region and their hinterlands. Two facts emerge 

neatly from the data: the relative decline of Trieste in favour 

of the other cities and, for all the provinces except Trieste, • 

where the hinterland is quasi - non existent, a general increase 

in ■fmpcrtance of the smaller centers. This is particularly true 

for the province of Udine, the largest one (See tab. 21).

The relative decline in the role of Trieste can be analyzed 

more closely by looking at the percentages that express the share 

of this town as a locus of interaction for the various sectors.

We can thus note that, while social events remain reasonably 
constant, and marginal, the political events are quite constant 
but at. a higher level. It must be considered that an otherwise 

probable decline also in this sector of activity has been 

preventeo by the creation of the autonomous region Friuli- 

Venetia Julia that located all, or most^of its political and 

administration offices in Trieste. The relative decline of this
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town is instead quite evident in the economic and cultural secotrs.

This i5 due to the stagnation of cultural activities in absolute 

values [while the other seats of interaction show a certain dyna

mism during the last years), and to a decline even in the absolute 
number of interactions ih the economic sector Ccfr.fig.24)

Other comments can be made by looking at the differences that 

emerge jn the role of the four provinces and their hinterlands, 

when we compare transfrentier with the rest of transnational 
events.

One important finding is that,the role of Trieste is drastically 

reduced in the case of transfrontier interactions thus giving more 

evidence to the fact that the cities are oriented to longer distance 

international linkages. Not surprisingly, being a province that does 

not border with Austria and Yugoslavia, Pordenone is very low in 

transfrontier interactions. The ratio between Udine and the rest of 
its hinterland is in favour of the latter in transfrontier inter

actions and t’n^s too( corroborates the above seen hypothesis of the 

cities tending to assume a role more open to the wide international 

environment. This is not true for Gorizia that, for geographical 

reasons, being a border town or, better, a "town split by the border", 
is more inclined to transfrontier interactions than its hinterland ( ¿*).

We can now trace the profiles of the various regional places 

of interaction by looking at the differences in the sectorial 

composition, without taking into account the time dimension.
It can be noted, first of all, that Trieste is far ahead of 

the other places of interaction in the cultural scctor, and, as a 

general finding, all the towns are ahead their respective hinterlands 

in this sector. In the hinterland of Udine the.social'interactions are 

percentuelly, and also in.absclutc values, more than proportionally 
present f . and this is due mainly to sports activity and,

for the lest ynsrs in the file, to the assistance/relief activities. 

Trieste is instead very low in this item. Not surprisingly, we find 

active above average in the economic interactions Trieste,
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Tab. 21 - Lccus of interactions in F.V.J. by sequence 
{transfrontier/transnational)
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„ has an important port, industrial plants and an annual inter

national industrial fair. Fcr the political activities we can

observe e pattern similar to •' that we have noted for the
.  .cultural activities, with the towns always ahead^their hinterlands.

A comparison can be made between events that happened

inside and outside Friuli-Venetia Julia, by looking at.the sectorial 

composition. The events that had their locus of interaction in 
Friuli account for the 44% in the cultural sector( wbich 

lowers to 27% in the case of events that happened . outside;

while the share of events in " ' - the other sectors

is increased proportionally. It seems quite reasonable to interpret this 
fact as due to a lower sensitivity of the source for events that 

happen outside Friuli when, as is the case when dealing with 
cultural interactions, they involve just an individual actor that 
is: invited to perform abroad.

LOCI/SLCTOR Cui- p 

turai
So
ci a 1 % Eco- 'onomic

Poli- .
'otical Tot. %

r riuli-Veretia 
Julia 1602 (43.8) 848 (23.2) 572 (15.6) 638 (17.4) 3660 100

Outsids . 373 (27.5) 387 (28.6) 285 (21.1) 309 (22.8) 1354 100

Tab. 23 - Locu? of interaction by sector of activity

The foreign loci have been grouped in large geo-political areas.

For some of these areas the data are not numerous enough to 
state a significant deviation from the general composition by sector 

cf the events. Nevertheless it can be noted that the interactions 
in the EcC countries are composed of a more than proportional 

number of cultural and political interactions. In the interactions that 
happened in the two bordering states of Austria and Yugoslavia( a 

rare th£>n proDortional presence of economic events can be noted.
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Fig. 26 - Foreign loci 0f interaction by sector





While political interactions are not frequent in geographically 

distant places, this is not the case for the USA and Canada.

5.4. The actors

We will look now at the actors involved in these transnational 

events. Three variables have been coded that allow upcto identify 
the single actor according to its geographical, functional and 
ethnic characters. '

5.4.1. Location of the actors

For the geographical variable the same coding scheme has been
a

used as we have examined previously for the variable locus of 
interaction? We will not show here the data for the actors that 

are located within the Friuli-Venetia Julia region since they all 
present a percentage distribution almost identical to the cne we 

have seen when treating the regional loci of interaction. We will 

instead analyse in more detail the location of the foreign _ 
partners of interaction. This strategy has been decided because 

of the aboveseen low number of foreign places of interaction.

When dealing with the location • of the actors we have instead,

nothwithstanding the place of interaction, a foreign partner for 

every event (more than one in the case of multilateral events).
The figures show the increase in the presence of the Jugoslavian 

actors that reaches its roof in 1969. On the contrary, a trend can 

be singled out of decreasing presence of actors from the EEC 
countries and, most of all, cf the North-American actors. This 

last trend contrasts with 1976 and 1977 due to the important 
relief activity of the American actors shortly after the 1976 

earthquakes and during the following rehabilitation period (Cfr. 
tab. 24 ). The figure presented below visualizes the situation 

for all the events taken together.
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Fig. 71 - Bilateral interactions of Friuli-Venetia Julia with selected 
Bconr-ifi c/political regions (percentages)
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absolute values. This finding is contrasted only in 1976, when 

the earthquake gave to certain international organizations the 

opportunity to bs present in Friuli with relief activities. A 

quite similar pattern is shown by the nation-state actors. Here 

again the relief 'activities induced a wider presence on the field 
of this kind of actor.

Inside the group of the intranational governmental actors 

we can notice that the role of the provinces has been# and

remains for a long period of time, almost non significant, with

only one exception, again, in the earthquake years, .

since certain powers in directing the relief activities were 

devoluted to these local administrations. It must also be remembered 
that this actor exists only in the Italian administrative subdivision

iWt
andAthis is another explanation of its reduced presence in the file U  

The role of thus municipal authorities that are present in more than 
10% (average) of the events is also stable, but at a much higher 
level.

The actor ’'regional government" shows instead a continuous ‘ 

growth. This ¿¿.mainly due to the creation of the Autonomous Region 

Friuli Venetia Julie in 1963». The interactive potentialities of 

this actor do not seem to have reached a roof and might even con

tinue to grew in the future.
The actors of the intranational non governmental level have

a quite constant presence in the file, accounting for slightly

more than 50* of the total. We can instead look at the various

components in which this level has been disaggregated. Due to the

very few cases cn which the percentages are calculated in certain
instances, mainly far the first years of the file, and tc the
fact that we da not have the complete time series at hand, we will 

orv
comment here only the more evident trends.(Cfr. Tab.28)
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The parties are present in transnational relations mainly 

through their representatives elected in the local administrations. 

They are thus present in the file only in a limited nunber of 

events as political organizations; the trend is however towards 
an Increase of their share.

The economic organizations show a kind of nine year cycle 

in their level of activity, while industries show an increase in 

their presencewith a peak in 1969 and a relative decline following 
that date. .

The trend of the cultural and musical organizations is towards 

a relative decline in importance. The research institutions and 

schools show, on the contrary, a constant progress towards more 

involvement in transnational relations.
The trend of sports organizations is quite contradictory and 

we will examine it better below, when considering the transfrontier 

relations.

Going back to the table that shows the data for the aggregated 

functional level of the actors, we can look at the lower level of 

the scale. The individuals are in general the 14% of all actors 

coded, and their share is quite constant during the years. Their 

percentage lowers in 1976 and 1977, side by side, with the decrease 
in the presence of the cultural and musical organizations. Indi
viduals are( in fact( in most instances the partners of these orga

nizations in concerts, conferences and the like.

Having considered in the preceeding table all the actors 
together, we cen now make a comparison by d> viding them into 
two categories, having on one side all the actors that w b  have 

coded as the hosts or promoters of the event and on the other, 

all the other actors coded in the file (partners in bilateral or 

multilateral events and/or actors that participated as accessories





together with higher level actors).

Starting again from the top of the scale we can see that, 
while the international actors maintain a quite similar share, 

the percentage of the nation-state actors is very different (from 

5,4 to 11,8%). This fact is due to two reasons: first of all the 
nation-state, in a considerable number of instances, is present 

in an event as a "side-partner”, not directly involved in the 

interaction through the local representatives of its central 
administration. The other reason lies in the fact that, in a 

considerable number o-f^ins^ances, the nation-state acts locally 

through its ambassadors and consuls, and in most of these cases 
the diplomat is the guest and falls in the second category.

The contrary can be said for the actors who fall into the
%

intranational governmental level: they, are percentually more ■ 

present as promoters of transnational interactions.

Looking at the last two levels of the scale, it can be said 

that there is a trade-off‘between them since, while it is quite 

seldom that an individual or a group of individuals not formally 

organized is the promoter of an event, there are many instan

ces in which the individuals are invited to participate in events 
organized by actors cf the intranational non governmental level. 

Thus,what is lost percentually by une category is won by the other





Level First actor Other actors

International 
ganizations

Or- 129 2,9 166 2.5

Nation-State 237 5,4 1C73 16,0
Intrenational Gov. 1C16 23,0 1064 16,2
Intranational 
Gov.

non 2882 65,5 2942 44,0

Indi vid. 139 3.2 1427 21,3

Tot. 4403 100% 6692 100%

Tab. 27 - Functional level of the actors by role carried out in
. thf? interactive situation

We can now look at the actors making the usuèi subdivision 
in transfrentier and other transnational events. As can be 

expected, ds riling with the transf rentier interactions of the 

regions of the Alpe-Adria [sub-national functional level) and 

of the actTrs residing there, the presence of the international 
and nation-state actors i£ almost nill. The contrary can be 

said for the Io::al governments which are more active in trans

frontier than ir. the other transnational interactions. This is 
true for the city governments, but in particular for the regional 

governments, that seem to have fully accepted and enhanced the 
ideology end practice of togetherness among the partners of the 
Alpe-Adrie transfrontier region. The provincial administrations

in Friuli-Viuiatia Julia Cthis administrative level is present
not move _

only in this region) on the country do^ the same direction^
and their presence, weak in the transnational interactions,

is quasi run-existent in the transfrentier ones.





Transnational. Transfrontier Tot.

IGO 84 2.3 84 1.7
INGO 41 1.1 4 .3 45 .9
NATION-STATE 223 6.0 14 1.1 237 4.7
REGIONAL GOV. 193 5.2 146 11.3 339 6.8
PROVINCIAL GOV. 62 1.7 6 .5 68 1.4
CITY GOV. 405 10.9 204 15.8 609 12.1
POLITICAL ORG. 33 .9 33 2.6 66 1.3
ECONOMIC ORG. 302 8.1 142 11.0 444 C

D

C
D

CULTURE MUSIC 1035 27.8 198 15.3 1233 24.6
SPG5TS ORG. ■ 243 6.5 267 20.7 510 10.2
INDUSTRY 127 3.4 42 3.3 169 3.4
RESEARCH SCHOOL 135 3.6 36 2.8 171 3.4
EMIGRANTS ASS. 58 1.6 - - 58 1 .2
ASSIST. RELIEF 45 1.2 27 2.1 72 1.4
OTHER.ORGANIZ. r 108 2.9 51 4.0 159 3.2
INDIVIDUALS 110 3.0 28 2.2 139 2.6

MISSING 519 13.9 92 7.1 611 12.2

Tots 3723 74.3 1291 25.7 5014 100.0

Tab. 28 - Type of actor by transnational/transfrontier interactions
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The lest two types of actors in the scale are in percentage 

almost equally present in the two types of events. Some differences 

can be found, by confronting the various items of the intra
national non-governmental level. All these differences are coherent 

with what has been previously noted when commenting on the sector 

and the behavioural category variables (for example, more sport 
events and less concerts and in general cultural exhibitions in 

the transfrontier interactions]. Their differences can be seen here.

1 he emigrants associations are not present in transfrontier inte

ractions because the phenomenon of emigration is hardly Known 
among the transfrentier partners. The parties are percentually 

more active in transfrontier relations and also economic organi

zations play a more relevant role.

5.4.3. Bilateral interactions between functional levels

By crosstabulating the systemic level of the two actors 
involved in bilateral interactions we can design the graphs 

shown in fig.2B below. This has been done for all the
bilateral interactions included in the file, since no relevant 

trends emerged from the inspection of the time dimension.
It appears quite clearly that the transfrontier and the 

rest of transnational interactions do represent twe quite 

distinct-? realities. Transf ron tie r events ere in fact more 

homogeneous from the point of view considered here. The greatest 
part of interactions occur between actors of the same level (/5%).

If we consider that the level of the intranational actors has 

been df-vided, for the scope of analysis, into the two sub-categories 
of govern rental and non-governmental, but it could be legitimately 

grouped into one (this subdivision does not appear in fact at the 
nation-steta, international and, of courss, individual level), the





Fig. 28 - BatvwLn functional levels bilateral interactions
(width in millimeters equal to percentages;

_____  ________less than 1%)
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percentage of interactions between actors of the same level increases 

to 91.5%. In the case of the other transnational bilateral events
the percentage is lower (36.0%) increasing tc 45.2% when the intcsc

. tl»c
national actors are considered together. The rest ofA transnational

interactions are less lorriogeneous than the transfrontier ones,

besides the preponderance of the same level interactions in these
last ones, for the fact that,in transnational interactions/also the

actors external to the regional reality enter in the scheme, with
what role we will see below.

In the two graphs the interactions between different levels 
have been represented with stripes and lines descending from left 

to right. This has no particular meaning, they could have been 
traced the other way round, since the interactions between two 

levels ere grouped together without taking into account which one 
of the two actors was the host and/or the originator of the event. 

Another graph has been prepared instead, where this kind of information 

is also represented We have in fact( to the left,the first actor and 

to the right the partner, or the actor that crossed the border to .
4

participate in the event. The interactions between actors of the 
same level have been omitted to avoid excessive graphical compli

cation since they are not relevant to the aspects that we want 
to explore here. (Cfr. Fig.2S)

Some patterns emerge quite clearly. A relevant part of the 

asymmetrical relations consist of interactions between intranatio

nal non-governmental actors and individuals. These events are typi
cally concerts, lectures and other such instances where the indi
vidual is tne "passive" actor, most of these events being of the type 

that we have celled "organizer-invited".
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Fig. 23 - Asymmetrical bilateral interactions
(width in millimeters equal to percentages; 
___  ______ less then 1?<;j





The intranaticnal non-governmental actors (voluntary organiza

tions} are, also in the asymmetrical relations, the most active 

actors and, together with the intranational governmental actors, 
are, in the greatest part of the events, in a position of 

promoter or host.. • ’

The actors placed at the extreme levels of the scale, play, 
as it was clear from the first two graphs, a marginal and

subordinaternle since, in the asymmetrical interactions we can see 
that they ere almost always in the position of partners. It can 

also be clearly perceived that, the more the functional distance 

between the two actors, the less is the probability of having 

interactions between the two. _

5.4.4. Ethnic characterization of the actors
T

The last variable used in describing the actors has been 
the ethnic characterization. It must be said that only few actors 

need this qualification to be fully identified and these will be 

exemplified below.

The Italian ethnic characterization has been related * "For 
example, to the organizations of the Italians that live in the 

republics of Slovenia and Croatia. Their presence in the file is
¿CCS

quite Ji.riited; only in 1976 and 1977Aths number of these actors 
increase: . due to the activity of the Italian emigrants associa
tions that onacted relief activities in Friuli. The Friulian 

ethnic qualification has been attached to organizations like "Frijj 

li nel Mondo” and other Friulian emigrants associations, and also 
to certoin folklore groups and to the "Società Filologica Friulana”. 

These actors have a greater relevance in the fils especially due 

to the contacts of tne "head offices" in Friuli with the emigrants 

associations abroad. The presence of the Slovene actors in the file
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is vex'y scarce indeed (always remembering that the actors located 
in Slovenia do not need this ethnic qualification which is 

restricted here to the organizations of the Slovenes who are 

Italian citizens). This is due to a series of reasons. First 

of all we have underlined that the source appears less sensitive 

(at least for the first years in the file) to the interactions 
with Yugoslavia. Secondly most of the events enacted by these 

organizations are of the¡homoethnic type and this is another 

barrier to its inclusion in the reports of an Italian newspaper.

57 60 B3 66 69 72 75 76 77 Tot.

Italien - 2 1 2 2 4 6 22 12 53

Friulian 8 6 23 17 16 7 28 19 33 159

Sloven. - 1 1 - 4 - 2 4 8 20

Tab.29 " Ethnic characterization of the actors by year

Thirdly, same of the interactions promoted by these organizations 

full under the heading of transactions (visiting of parents and 

friends, tourirg for recreation) and are not recorded here among 

the events.

5.5. Transfrentier interactions with the Alpe-Adria partners

Wo have already said something about the peculiarities of the 
transfrentier interactions confronting them with the other trans

national relations of Friuli-Venetia Julia. We will looK now at 

the relations with the Alpe-Adria partners in more detail, 
starting from a comparison of the flows during the years coded 

in the file for the bilateral interactions; the multilateral rela

tions will fellow belew.
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Fig. 3D - Total ciietersl interactions of F.V.J. with Alpe- 
Adr: '2 nartners





It can be noted that Styria and Croatia are much less active

than the cross-border Carinthia and Slovenia, which is quite

understandable from a Friuli Venetia Julia point of view. The

comparison between ths last two is slightly in favour of Slovenia

considering all the events. In fact, during the first years
where_as

Slovenia appears as a weak partnerA/from 1963 the interactions 
increase more than proportionally showing(however a time lag 

between the opening of the frontier in 1955 and the complete 

restoring of the interactive patterns. The relations with Carinthia 

reveal instead that it reached earlier^ a certain degree of maturity, 

here meant as stability or peak interactive potential.
This csn be noted also from the feet that, while the relations 

with Carinthia (and also Styria], after the rearing of 1976, 

seem to return to the previous levels, the relations with Slove

nia (and also Croatia) continue to grow. It can be further under

lined that, while the interactions with Carinthia that

occur in this region are almost 38% of the total interactions with 

this partnsr (Styria 47%), in the case cf Slovenia they are only 

2S%(Croatia 36%). This may suggest that the interactions with the 
Yugoslav partners are actually more frequent than appears 

from the data in the file, since the source is possibly less 

sensitive to events that happen outside the Friuli-Venetia Julia 

Region when the locus of interaction is a Yugoslav instead Qf . 

an Austrian one. The alternative hypothesis is that Slovenian and 

Croatian actars ere rrore prone to go outside than to host trans

national interactions on its territory, but this seems not to be 
the Ccioe.

As a general rerrark, looking especially at the data of the 

last yuaru in the file, we can say that the Alpe-Adria region, 

as seen from Friuli-Venetia Julia, is much more a matter of three 

bo rdf. r regions than of the five examined here, with the possible
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exception for Croatia. More evidence on this finding will be given 

below when examining the multilateral interactions in the Alpe

Adria transfrontier region, while the figure 30 summarizes the 

situation as it appears,by looking at all the bilateral events 

present in the file.

We can try to assess what are the "preferences" of the Friuli- 

Venetia Julia located actors for interactions with the various 

Alpe-Adria partners. Considering first the actors located gene- 
rically in Friuli-Venetia Julia (in most instances the admini

strative entity Friuli-Venetia Julia and in the other cases actors 

of the same category, but pertaining to more than one province] 

we can see that they follow the general pattern of interaction, 
with Cerinthia and Slovenia as primary partners. Secondly it can 

be noted that the relations with Carintia are carried out in more

than 60% of the cases by actors located in Udine or in its hinter- 
toland. As regards^he relations with Slovenia, Gorizia ranks first 

with alrr-ost 23% of the total interactions (almost 60% of all the 

interactions of Gorizia with the rest of the Alpe-Adria partners]. 

Quite Durprisin£ly Trieste is not the second partner of Slovenia, 

but corces after Udine and its hinterland. We have already noted 

that Trieste is morn long-distance oriented, it can be added here, 

as a general finding, that all the cities are^ more than their \vinter- 
lands^ released from the geographical determinism that pushes to 
have pi’cpartionelly more interactions with the closer partners. 

This can be clearly seen by looking at the partners in inter

actions with not bordering Croatia, the towns being always ahead of 
their respective hinterlands(Cfr.Tab.31)

The following tables describe the levels of interaction broken 

down by sector of activity. We have grouped together Carinthia with
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Styria, and Slovenia with Croatia to avoid excessive empty boxes, 

Styria and Croatia being, as we have already seen, relatively 

marginal, but not negligible partners. The aim was to try to 

assess whether there was any sector that started first in re

connecting the web 'of interactions that were destroyed by the

war and, in the case of Yugoslavia, also by the post-war politics 
the

of*closure of the border.

The trends arc not strikingly evident, but it can be noted 

that in the case of Slovenia and Croatia the economic sector was 

the first to establish contacts followed by the social (in most 
instances sports events] and the cultural oner.The political 

contacts seem to have reached a level of routine activity only 

in 1956. Quite a similar pattern can be seen from ’ the .

interactions with Carinthia and Styria, with the difference that .

the lack of cold war trouble allow the cultural and social
sectors to start about six years earlier. Economic end political 

sectors reveal instead a low increase in pace.(Cfr.Tfib. 32).

We can now compare the distribution of the variable'sector" .

for the four transfrontier partners eliminating the time dimension

to see whether there is any specialization in the relations under

taken with the various regions. .

While the figures for the cultural sector are quite comparable 

to the wheight of the various partners, we can note that the inter

actions in the research-schocls sector are significantly higher 

with tha two Yugoslavian Rapublics. This is due mainly to the 

presence, on the two sides of the border of the schools of the 

nations] minorities (Slovenes in Friuli-Venetia Julia and Italians 

in Slovunia and Croatia) that are very active in promoting the exchange 

of students and tpachers.(Cfr.Tab.33).
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Sports events are much more a matter of interaction with 

bordering Carinthia and Slovenia. The quasi-bordering Croatia 

stands as an important, third. The events that fall into the ethnic 

relations sector are present most of all in the Friuli-Carinthia 

dyad; the organizetion of "friendship festivals" being a long 

established opportunity of meeting for the populations of the 
bordering towns of Tarvisio/Arnoldstein, Pontebba/ Hermagor, 

Timay/Kctschach. Similar events are organized also on the Italian/ 

Yugoslav border, but most of the time these events are of the 
kcmoethnic type (internal to the Slovene communities living on the 

two siocs cf the border) and ere not recorded on the source, that 

we have already noted as not very sensitive to this kind of event.

Transfronticr interactions in the religious sector play a 

marginal role; th-2 assistance relief sector is instead quite 

important in the relations with the two Austrian Landers. This is 

due alnrst totally to the massive relief activity carried out

by actors of ther,?’ two Landers on^'occasion of the 1976 earthquakes. 

It must be remembered also**St the relief activity of Slovenia and
4

Croatia has been quite important, especially if we take into 

account that al^c several towns of Slovenia were hurt 
by ths BBismic events.

In the case of the economic interactions we can note that, 
while ths absolute figures are comparably high for all the four 

regions, there is a more than proportional presence of the "second 

row" 'transfrontier partners^Styria and Croatia. This is due to the 

presence and importance of the two economic poles of Graz and 
Zagrr.̂ i that, especially through their annual economic fairs, are

important points tf reference for the Friulian econonic actors.
To

In the political field the figures are proportional4the weight
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of the four regions. The presence of events in the military sector 
is due, once again, to the relief activities and, marginally* to 

the custom of the border officials to meet, to exchange greetings 

at the beginning of the new year.

The following .tables show the presence of actors of the intra

national governmental and non-governmental levels from the Alpe- 

Adrie regions in transfrentier bilateral interactions with Friuli- 

Venetia Julia. The other levels and the missing values are omitted 

since they are quite marginal in this case.The provincial actor, 

inside the intranational governmental level, does not appear since 
it is present only in the Italian administrative subdivision.(Cfr.Tab.34) 

The figures for the variuos items of the intranational non- 
-governmentctl level confirm what has been said for the variable "sector" 
above*"£Ms is p0t surprising , ' since the subdivision runs

qùasi-perailei. It can only be underlined that, while the activity 
of the parties is wholly marginal in the casa of Carinthia and

StyrD-3, the League of Communists has bean much more active
f rom

in having meetings with delegations* the Friulian "sections”
*

of the Italian parties.

Luoking at the relations with Slovenia and Croatia an impor
tant finding can be noted: the actors who first established 

contacts with Friuli-Venetia Julia belonged ' ' to the

intranational ncn-governmental level. Only later the more official 

actors (the governments of the two Republics and the city govern

ments) start to be increasingly active. This trend would be even ' 

mòre evident if we had include among these actors also the 

Communist pertywhich in general falls under the heading of the 
intranetiona] non-governmental actors, but in Yugoslavia plays e 

more institutional role.
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In the case of Carinthia and Styria no particular trend can 

be observed. We can thus compare the composition for the four 

fegions looking at all the data together. It can be said in general 
that the Yugoslavian actors are represented by a minor share of 

intranational governmental actors, the difference lying entirely 

in the fact that the city governments are not as active as 

could be expected.

5.6. Multilateral interactions

All the analysis carried out to this point was mainly based 

on the bilateral type of interactions. We will now examine briefly 

the multilateral interactions, making comparisons with the bila

teral ones to see if any important differences in

some crucial variables.emerge.
We have already ncted, in the section dedicated to the analysis

of the level of aggregation variable that, the multilateral events,

over the years, increase their share towards the total of the

events coded in the file, the overall percentage being 20%. We
will not examine the trends for the multilateral events for two

reasons. First of all the relatively low number of the events of

this type causes low significance in the trends that can be possibly

identified. Secondly all the trends that can be identified 
previouslyconfirm what was^found .or all the events taken together.

The comparison of multilateral vs. bilateral events shows 

first of ell that the research schools is the sector where the 
multilateral events have the greatest relative increase, rising 

from 5,5*:, to 1G,4% of the total. This is because the typical way 

of expression of this kind of event is the international confe-
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Bilateral Múltilateral Tot.

CULTURAL 1387 33.3 222 26.3 1609 32.1
RESEARCH-SCHOOLS 228 5.5 138 16.4. 366 7.3
ECONOMIC • 467 11.2 109 12.9 £76 11.5

POLITICAL 442 10.6 56 6.6 498 9.9
EMIGRATIGN-ETHN. REL. 105 2.5 4 .5 109 2.2

TOURISM 131 3.1 18 2.1 149 3.0
Sport 459 11.0 203: 24.1 662 13.2

TRANSPORT REGION. PLANNING 94 2.3 38 4.5 132 2.6
MILITARY 199 4.8 26 3.1 225 4.5
RELIGION 98 2.4 6 .7 1.4 2.1

DIPL0MATIC 217 CMin 7 .8 224 4.5

ASSISTANCE RELIEF 
%

343 8.2 17 2.0 360 7.2

Tot. 4170 83.2 844 16.8 5014 100.0

Fig. 35 - Sector by level of aggregation

Bilateral Multilateral Tot.

EXHIBITIONS 

CEREMONIAL MEETINGS 

VISITS/INSPECTIONS
CONFERENCES 

OPERATIVE MEETINGS

1694 40.6 

869 20.8 

384 9.2 

132 3.2 

1091 26.2

336 39.3 

92 10.9 

87 10.3 

239 28.3 

90 10.7

2030 40.5 

961 19.2 

471 9.4 
371 7.4 

1181 23.6

*---- —----------  " " ..... ‘ "
Tot.

■
4170 83.2 844 16.8 5014 100.0

.. . — i

Fig. 36 - Behavioral category by level of aggregation





rence and we can see from the variable describing the behavioral 

category of the event that the conferences change from a low 3,2% 
to a high 28,3% of the events in multilateral interactions.

The cultural sector, while reducing their share to 26,3%, remains 
an important source of multilateral events: most of the time musical 

and folklore meetings (together with the research and school 

sectcrjthe enlarged cultural sector accounts for 42,7% of the 

multilateral interactions). Also the economic sector plays a 
quite important role in multilateral events, the international 

trade fairs being the most typical example cf this kind of acti

vity. Related to the economic sector, several events (conferences) 
can be noted . . • on the matters of the regional and transport

planning.
The sports sector doubled its weight in the multilateral 

events, thB absolute value being alisoQuite high (second after

the cultural events). Several international sports tournaments 
have been coded especially, as will be seen below, in the Alpe

Adria trensfrontier region; sport being quite frequently used 

as a means cf expression to underline the friendship among the 

transfrontier populations.

All the other items of the variable sector show instead 
a

either a reduced or*negligible presence in the multilateral type
of interactions. One can only underline- the above-seen finding;

the. the relief activities, onAoccasion of the 1976 earthquakes, 

have been mostly a bilateral type of interaction (cfr. the assi

stance-relief sector).
To con-plste the comments on the behavioral category table 

it can be said that, what is gained by the item "conferences", 
whicb are 6 tvpica] expression of the multilateral interactions, 

is lost in two typically more bilateral ways of interacting: the
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ceremonial and the ’’operative'* meetings. The other items maintain 

approximately the same percentage in the two types of interactions. 

As regards to the locus where interactions occurred, the percen

tage of events that happened in Friuli-Venetia Julia lowers from 

75 to 70% in the case of multilateral interactions. This can be 

due to a bias induced by the source of the data. In fact it 

is less likely that a newspaper can ignore an event that happens 

abroad when it is multilateral and, as such, on . average, a more 

important event.

Locus
Multilateral

%

Ei lateral 

%
Friuli-Venetia Julia 593 70,1 3145 75,5

Austri a 
%

68 8,1 281 6,8

Yugoslavia 47 5,6 213 5,0

Other countries 136 16,2 531 12,7
!
Tot. v 844 100,0 4170 100,0

Tab. 37- Multilateral/Bilateral events by locus of interaction 

onCommenting^the last variable used here to describe the multi

lateral interactions, the functional level of the first actor, we 

can note first of all the increased role in promoting transnational 

events carriedoet .by the international governmental and non-govern
mental organizations. This is not surprising,since multilaterality 

is the distinctive character of this type of actor. The nation-state 

actor becomes even more marginal in the multilateral interactions, 

while something more can be said about the role of the various 

international governmental actors. The province almost disappear^





Bilateral Multilateral Tot •

IGO 53 1.3 31 3.7 84 1.7
INGO 16 .4 27 3.2 45 .9
NATION-STATE 210 5.0 27 3.2 237 4.7

REGIONAL GOV. 278 6.7 61 7.2 339 6.8

PROVINCIAL GOV. 55 1.6 3 .4 68 1.4

CITY GOV. 543 13.0 66 7.8 609 12.1

POLITICAL UHG 61 1.5 5 .6 66 1.3
ECONOMIC ORG. 336 6.1 109 12.8 444 8.9

CULTURE MUSIC 1163 27.9 70 8.3 1233 24.6

SPORTS ORG. 381 9.1 129 15.3 510 10.2

INDUSTRY 152 3.6 17 2.0 169 3.4 *

RESEARCH EDUCAT. 109 2.6 62 7.3 171 3.4

EMIGRANTS ASS. 56 1.3 2 .2 58 1.2

ASSIST. RELIEF 65 1.6 7 .8 72 1.4

OTHER ORGANIZ- 142 3.4 17 2.0 159 3.2
INDIVIDUALS 132 3.2 7 .8 139 2.8

MISSING 406 9.7 205 24.3 611 12.2

Tot.. 4170 83.2 844 16.8 5014 100.0

lab. 36 - -Crganizer/host actors by level of aggregation
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but the region and the city governments maintain an important role.
more

While the presence of the regions is evenAemphasized in the multi

lateral events, the cities reduce their presence from 13% to 

7,8%. This last figure needs to be taken with caution. It can 

be noted that the missing values change from 9,7%,inthe case of 

bilateral events, to 24,3%. This is due to the fact that the source, 

in a considerable amount of cases, did not report clearly the na

ture of the organizer in the case of certain cultural events.
If the information had been more accurate we would

have seen the share of cultural and musical organizations to in
crease accordingly (the 8,3% reported is in fact an underestima

tion of the real presence of these organizations in multilateral 

interactions). But some of the cultural and musical events are 

certainly also organized under the sponsorship or direct interven

tion of the local administration and4this way a part of the missing 

values ere to be attributed to this actor, thus reducing the discre

pancy with its percentage in bilateral interactions. The intra-
4

national non-governmental actors (voluntary associations) reproduce 

the situation already commentedAwhen describing the variable "sector".

It can only be underlined that the parties almost disappear as 

organizers of multilateral interactions. The same can be said 

for the individuals not formally organized.
We will not insist here on the analysis of the multilateral 

interactions and(in particular( we will not attempt to explore the 
geographical dimension, taking into account that^at a global level, 

almost any multilateral interaction involves a unique set of actors.
Alsc/ in several instances^only the organizer (first actor) was 

cooed, since the number of the participants . exceeded the 
maximurr of eighty forseen in the file. This kind of analysis is

192
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instead more manageable for the interactions among the partners 

of the Alpe-Adria transfrontier region. It needs only to be pointed 

out that, to bs more precise, we should consider as really multi

lateral, from an interstate point of view, only the interactions 

that involve ot least three actors belonging to three different 

nation-states. This definition has been relaxed here according 

to our transnational perspective and to our willingness to map 

precisely thn interactions in our "core" object of analysis (the 

Alpe-Adria trennfrcntier region). We can see however that starting 

from 1SE3 the true multilateral interactions are the greatest part 

of all the multilateral interactions considered.

Tab.39 - r'iuItilaterel interactions in the Alpe-Adria by year

The increase in the "false" multilateral interactions from 1S75 
on, is due almost totally to a new pattern that sees the actors of 

Slovenia end Croatia visiting Friuli-Venetia Julia together. This
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finding has been visualized in the little maps designed below,

where can elso be noted that two other findings, already commented on, 
are confirmed. Firstlyj the fact that the transfrontier relations 

in the Alpe-Adria region are in most instances a matter of the 

three bordering Friuli-Venetia Julia, Carinthia and Slovenia. 

Secondly, the source is far more sensitive to events that happened 

in Friuli, as can be seen from the figures included in the lower 
left square of the stylized geographical maps. It needs .to be 

remembered that the multilateral interactions considered here 

are only a sample of all those that occurred during the period cf 

time considered; the years considered in the file being (except 

for the lest two years) one out of three. This means that the 

figures ere to be considered not so much in absolute values but 
for the relative weight that they give to the various confi

gurations cf multilateral interactions. For example the inter
action? uF all the five partners together were in twenty years 

more than tL:f: two recorded here, but their occurrence wes accor

dingly 3ok In comparison to the interactions among Friuli-Venetia 
Julia, Carinthia and Slovenia.

As regards to the sectors of activity involved in these events, 

it must by underlined that only a few of these events involved the 

economic and especially political sphere. Most of these multila
teral interactions belong in fact to the cultural and especially the 

social sector (the greatest part of social interactions being 

sports events). Thi^ might suggest that up to the stage of develop

ment evar.ir.ed in ths file (1977) the relations within the Alpe

Adria trar-frentier regions are essentially a matter of bilateral 
interactions (as we have seen these have had a huge increase .ever 

the years), noreover.it can be perceived that multilateral inter-
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Fig. 31 - Multilateral interactions in the Alpe-Adria

57 60 63 66 69 72 75 76 77 Tot.

i ■ 
¡Cultural - - 2 3 10 7 7 10 7 46 31,3
i-ioci a 1 t

- 1 3 5 B 11 K 19 13 72 49.7
1
jLconcmici

- - 1 2 3 - 4 | 5 5 20 13,6
'political . - " ~ 1 2 2 3 8 5,4

Tot. - 1 ! 6 11 21 20 23 36 2B 146 100.0 |

Tab. 40 - Multilateral interactions in the Alpe-Adria transfrontier region 
by sector of activity • '





actions are in a preliminary interlocutory stage ,w*nere the actors 

in the cultural and social fields are preparing the conditions 

for a further stage of more integrative efforts at the economic 

and political levels.
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So far( the analysis has been conducted on a data file that has, 

as its unit of analysis, the single event-interaction. It may be 

conductcd, alternatively, having as a unit of analysis the single 

nation-state with which the region Friuli-Venetia Julia holds 

transnational relations. The latter path has been followed heref 

restricting the field to the levels of interaction of Friuli with 

the European countries. Friuli has significant relations with only 

a few countries outside Europe and the inclusion of all nations in 

the world in the file would not have improved our ability to identify 

the structural determinants of the levels of interaction.Once the 

analysis is carried out on a European basis, it will be quite easy 
to take account of the presence of relations with several overseas 

countries and cf the exceptions to this pattern.
v
The new data-file takes the levels of interaction in 1975 and

1977 as dependent variables. A choice of independent variables has

been introduceri to try to identify • which are the best predictors,

or sources of variation in the dependent ones. The test has been made -

only for the years 1975 and 1977 since the analysis for all the years 
t

in the original file would imply the insertion also for the independent 
of

variablesYtiie cofi'plete time series (at least for those variables that 

change their Vc'lue across time]. The year 1975 has been inserted both 

to control v.’.hsther the correlations are stable across time and to 
check whether the preceeding level of interactions is a good predictor 

(197B was nrt included ’ because of the accidental variations in the 

data induced by the earthquakes).

To put it another way: in this section an attempt is made to 

relate the dstu that originate from the research to those structu
ral aspects cf the Friulian situation that, have been discussed in 

the third chapter of this work. Not all of them are of course apt for 

a statistical analysis: i.e. the ethnic situation is useful to explain 

only part of the levels of interaction with neighbouring Yugoslavia.

5.7. The structural determinants of the levels of interaction
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The variables employed as predictors have been the following:

a): the Gross National Product of the European nations in 1974 [7)

b): the population in 1974 (8)

c): the level [sum of imports and exports) of economic exchange of 

the nation considered with Italy in 1974 (9). It has to be pointed 

out that the level of economic exchanges of Friuli-Venetia Julia 

alone would be a more accurate measure of the links of this region 

with the rest of Europe. However the figures on trade can only 

very approximately be disaggregated at a regional level, since it 

is difficult to distinguish between goods that are destined to the 

Friulian market or produced in Friuli-Venetia Julia, from those 

that are merely in transit through the regional ports and border 

crossings.

d) 'Alliances: this variable lists the nation-states along a continuum 

representing the international alliances to which the European states 

belong (from a minimum to a maximum of proximity to the Italian' 

P°siticn). The scale has been built as follows:

Code Cefiniticn Countries

communists (Warsaw pact) U.R.S.S. - G.D-.R. - Hungary 
Poland, Rumania, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia

2
3

4

5

non-aligned pro-communists 

non-aligned

occidental non-EEC

EEC countries

Yugoslavia, Albania

non-aligned pro-occidental Turkey

Spain, Sweden, Austria,Switzerland, 
Norway, Finland, Portugal, Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, Mcnecc, Grace, 
Cyprus, Malta

France, U.K, F.R.G. - Belgium 
Netherlands, Ireland, Denmark. 
Luxembourgh.

6

Tab. 42 - Code fcr the variable "alliances
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nio i-w“'- -_ir)ri_anpppcl pro-communists" C2) is empty because 
the variable was originalj.> tv-ut *> world basis. No European 
country falls into the such definition, but it r-̂ omed wise to 
Keep ell the steps of the original variable.

e) Emigrants: the nation-states have been also ordered-taking 

into account the amount of Friulian emigrants present there (1977) 

(10 ).

The European countries have been grouped as follows:

Code Presence of Friulian emigrants Countries

from 0 to 50 persons U.R.S.S.- Rumania, Turkey 
Finland, Bulgaria, Ireland 
Albania, Iceland, Cyprus, 
Malta.

0

1 ' from 51 to 200 persons Poland, G.D.R. - Czechoslo
vakia, Denmark, Norway 
Hungary, Gitece, Portugal, 
Liechthenstein, Monaco

frcm 201 to 2000 persons U.K., Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden, Austria , Yugoslavia

2

from 2001 to 4000 ■■'persons F.R.G. - France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg.

3

Tab. 43- Coda for the variable "emigrants
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f) Proximity: the countries have been also coded considering their 

spatial proximity with Friuli-Venetia Julia. The variable has been 

built as follows: '

Countries

Austria, Yugoslavia

Czechoslovakia, F.R.G., 
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, 
Hungary, Rumania

France, Monaco, Poland, 
Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Bulgaria, 
Albania, Greece

U.R.S.S. - Hungary, Spain , 
Portugal, Turkey, Rumania

1 Scandinavia and Islands N0rw3y, Sweden,Denmark, U.K.
Ireland, Iceland, Malta

* Cyprus. *

Tab. 44: Code for the variable "proximity".

g) International aid: the last variable entered into the file is the 

amount of 3id (in thousand-£jsent to Friuli on the occasion of the 

197B earthquakes (11).
We may now examine the correlation matrix (Pearson's "r") bet

ween the variables described in the foregoing (cfr. tab. 41). It should 

be underlined that soma continuous variables have been transformed using 

logarithms to normalize their distribution (12). First it can be noted 

that the coefficients have only e very limited variation when comparing 

the correlations with-the events occurred in 1975 to those in 1977,so

Code Definition

5 neighbouring

4 . first row

3 second row

2 rest of continental
V Europe
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we may tentatively state that, at least in the short term, the

structural determinants do not have a random influence on the levels

of interaction. The correlation between the two levels of interaction

is indeed very high (.88). The preceeding level of interaction is
2thus the best predictor, accounting for 70% (r ) of the variance in 

the dependent variable (interactions in 1977). This finding supports 
the hypothesis that "behavior causes behavior" (11). Transnational 

activity seems to be a sufficiently rewarding activity to make the 
actors•continue in interacting (however the concept of social inertia 
might also be implied) (14).

Continuing with this simple bi-variate analysis of the data we 
can note that another strong predictor of thB interactive levels is 

the "import-export" variable. This is not surprising at all if we 

consider that this last variable is a measure of the transactions 
that (as we have ssun in the second chapter of this work) are to be 

♦
placed at the serr:e conceptual level (process level) as the event- 

intcractions. end that they share the same structural determinants.

Another vcrisble strictly correlated with the level of inter
action in 1977 (and 1975) is the amount of aid delivered to Friuli on 

the' occasion of the two earthquakes of 1976. In order to explain this 

finding, we can easily use the same arguments/which are valid to 

account for the high correlation between event-interactions and
K M

economic transactions. The international aid variable is in fact of 
the same nature as the other two. This is also corroborated by the 

fact that ihternaticnal aid is well correlated even-with the econo

mic. transact!uni; of Italy (.47). This level of correlation may be 
considered high, especially if wa take into account that the 

international aid was delivered to Friuli; the impor-export is 

instead measurer4 on a national basis.
Ths Difference in the correlation of the international aid with 

the events that occurred during the yoar preceeding the earthquakes 

(.65) and those that- happened in 1977 (,73) needs to be explained 

The long- kept haait of having relations at the transnational 

level with Friuli-Venetia Julia probably induced in the partners a





' 2o3
. .  '

in
positive attitude that was expressed the remarkable effort of 

undertaking solidarity initiatives. This fact has been rewarding ■ 

for the actors that ■ continue^ these initiatives( which

later expanded to other sectors and levels of the transnational 
activity 22 well. ■

The levels of interaction are also positively correlated with 

the Gross National Product and the population of the European 

countries included in the file. The more populated and the richer

• a country, the more likely * frequent interactions with it are.

More population means in fact more potential collective partnei’s 

(governmental cr not) with which to interact. Since interactions 

mean costly cisplacmentof persons across the territory, the richer 

e country if.-, the more actors will be present who can afford the 
costs implr'c-d in being involved in transnational activities. These 

costs are rf course lower for the neighbouring actors and this is 

why (together with other reasons of cultural and historical nature 
that ws hr'A ' analysed in the third chapter) fche "vicinity” variable 

is alsohlgl'Iy correlated with the levels of interaction.

This ':.rue to the point that this geographical determinant *
even succt?dr in overwhelming the variable "alliances" whose relation 

with the c-interactions is rtil evenihough iy was expected to be

correlated with it. Friuli-Venetia Julia is positioned at the 

eastern be refers of ' Nato, but this does not in any way prevent it 

from having bigni^icant relations with partners that are outside 
the allien!-? (Yugoslavia in particular, but also the other Communist 

countries 1. The pure geographical determinism, at the level of trans

national v  lotions, as- • stronger than the boundaries imposed 

by the artificial geopolitical sub-divisions of the world.
The 'emigration'variable is well correlated with the event- 

infc°ractier-, but also with most of the other variables in the file, 

so that its influence, on the levels of interaction, . existing 

and not nigligiol« is partially indirect cr spuricus.
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The discussion led up to now may be summarized by a scattergram

where the countries have been plotted according to two variables:

level of interaction in 1977 and^Gross National Product! The two

variables are represented using logarithmic scales to permit an
be

easier visualization: otherwise most of the dots wouldVconcentrated 

in the lower left side of the scattergram thus impeding ' '

their distinction ' ' Ccfr. fig.32). The strong relation
ship between the variables is shown by the fact that the position 

of most of the countries is quite . close to the regression line. The 

countries that lie above it have a frequency of interactions higher 

than that "predicted" by . the G.N.P. Among them we find the
countries grouped in area 1: all of them are occidental countries,

. • geographically very close to Friuli-Venetia Julia and also
good economic partners with Italy. Also some of the countries of the 

communist field (area ?) lie above cr on the regression line for the

reasons explored below. The fact that-:, the geographical distance

penalizes, other things being equal, the likelihood of having trans

national relations is confirmed by the group of the Scandinavian
m

t
countries (area 3) that lie; entirely below the regression line.

This simple bi-variate analysis of the data has given a certain 

insight into the independent variables that may be useful in explaining 

the levels of interaction. We have noted, however, that several 
relations between the variables, while interesting f°r analysis 

at this preliminary stage, are spurious; indeed they share the same 

sources of variation. Before proceeding to a multivariate analysis 

of the data, it has been decided to eliminate the variables on
trade, international aid and level of interaction in 1575.

The result of the multiple regression of the surviving varia

bles on the level of interaction in 1977 is that;with only five 

independent variables, a multiple R of .84 is achieved,meaning 

that 70% cf the variance is explained (cfr. tab. 42). The parsimony 
of the model is even accentuated if we consider that two variables: 

"G.N.p'.and vicinity? take an overwhelming role, explaining alone 69% of 

the variance. The single "r” for the population and alliances varia-
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bles is comparably high, but the correlation is, for its most part, 

spurious since it almost vanishes if we apply the multiple regres

sion technique. It has to be pointed out that the opposite would 

have happened if, for instance, the population . was, entered in the 

regression equation before the G.N.P. In this case very little of 

the total Variance would have to be explained by . _ . • the G*N.P.

Most important is that we do not need both in the model, and G.N.P. 
is slightly better.; .

The finding that comes out of the multiple regression perfectly 
fits into the s.c. "gravity model "which deriving from the newtcnian 

theory, has bear, applied in the social sciences by the geographers ( 153, 

Using this model the size of flows between two regions can be

estimated using the masses, and the distance dividing the two regions.

In our case the m3ss is measured in terms of G.N.P. and the distance 

by the variable "vicinity”. Our ability to "measure" social phenomena 
is far fri'n being as accurate as in the physical sciences, however, 

it must be stated that the reduction of the unexplained variance 

► .to 3C% by rrsans of just two variables is to be considered a good • 
result.
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of the philosophy of the DON Project. This aspects are thoroughly 
discussed in G.HILTCN, A review of the dimensionality of nations
project, Sage, Beverly Hills 1973

14 . For the concept of social inertia cfr., among others, W.CATTON Jr.,
From animistic to naturalistic sociology, McGraw Hill, New York 1966

15 .’’The gravity model" has been widley used, for example, in regional
analysis. Cfr. W.ISARD, Methods of regional analysis. The MIT Press, 
Cambridge, Mass. 19B0
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS





Summary of findings.

Several findings emerged from the research that might be 

proposed as general falsi^iabls hypotheses. Some of them are of a 
mare general reach and others more linked to the particular role 

of the frontier region, held by Friuli-Venetia Julia.

1. Levels of interaction.

1.1. After a period of border closure, or opposition to the "normal
pattern cf interaction due to external causes, the relations between 

two actors tend to be re-established, gradually increasing their 

occurrence. .

1.2. A roof is reached after an estimated period of ten to twelve
years starting from the opening of the border.

1.3. A roof is reached because there is a limit to the interactive 
potentialities of the actors . This roof may however be lifted up
or down, due to major structural changes or due to exceptional ■

<

occurrences (Osimo, earthquake).

1.4. There is a difference in the outcome induced by these two types 
of changes. While ths structural changes in the environment tend to 

have long-run effects, and to develop their effect on the event-inter- 

actiors slowly, the sudden discontinuities produce different? outcomes 

Their effect is immediately perceivable, reaching in a short period

of time the full developement of their influence and, after this
peak, there is e comparable, but less immediate, decay.

1.5. The levels of interaction with the transnational partners are 
strictly correlated with the economic transactions, since they share 

the same set of structure! determinants.

1.6. The best predictors of the levels of interactions between two





selected partners sre;the relative masses (measurable in terms 

of population cr. better, G.N.P.) and the relative geographical 

proximity. The levels of interaction can thus be described in 
terms of a "gravity model". .

1.7. One can ascertain an overall tendency towards an increasing
of the

compiexification”̂ -¿vent-interactions revealed by the increased 
number of multilateral events and by an increased participants/ 
events ratic.

1.8. A percer.tual decrease of the exhibitions and a parallel slight 

increase in the operative meetings present in the data-fils can be 

noted. The hypothesis of an increasing ccmplexification of the 
events gains r̂ ore credit v'orthy, since more " weighty" issues are 

introduced in the transnational interplay.

1.9. A mor't^ly pattern has been seen; May and September are the 

peaiss in a ti.'notfal distribution of the events throughout the year.

' 2. Role, of the actors.

2.1. A relative decline in the presence of the international actors, 

r e g a r d o f  the creation and the developement of the EEC has 

been asccrtaini/d.

2.2. The role of the nation-state governmental actors in transnationa 

interactions is quite marginal, declining over time, and mostly is 

restricted ~c a side-presence in the events.

2.3. The rcle of the local (non central) public administrations is 
constantly g.’cwing, especially after the creation of the Autonomous 

Friuli-Venstii e Julia Region.

2 .A. The intranational governmental and non-governmental actors are 

the r.'ost v’ctive in transnational interactions.
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This is particularity true when looking at the distribution of the 

actors who are the organizers or hosts. Here the presence of them, 
especially the regional and city governments but voluntary organi

zations too, is even accentuated. '

2.5. The slight relative decline of the bilateral interactions with 

actors in the EEC countries, the stagnation of the process of town 

twinning and the opposite growth of bilateral interactions with 

bordering, especially Jugoslavian, actors, suggest the hypothesis 
that the Friuli-Venetia Julia Region is more inclined to fulfill 

its role of a bridge towards East, than that of being an active 

actor in a"Europe of the Regions "perspective.

2.6. The overwhelming number of bilateral transfrontier interactions 
occurs between these that are homogeneous in our functional classifi

cation. With the increase in the dishomogeneity or distance of the 

actor;; on the scale, the occurrence of interactions is drastically 

reduced.
ascertained %

2.7. Thp research hasV an”across time tendency towards a decreasing *

importance of the capital city of the region in favour of the other 
provincial centers and, in general, a more than proportional increase 

cf the activity c-f the smaller centers placed in the hinterlands.

2.8. The relative decline of Trieste is more evident in the sectors 
where it formerly had the leadership: culture and economy. Trieste 
however maintains a ielative political leaoership due especially to 

the presence cf the Rogional headquarters.

2.9. In general, the towns are ahead of their hinterlands in political 

leadei'ship and as diffusers of culture.

2.10.The cities of the region are more long-distance oriented than their 

hintettcrds in their transnational interactions. This is riot true for 

the classical borcior-tcwn of Gorizia.





3.1. The transfrontier sub-species of transnational interactions reveal 

across time an even more accentuated complexity fin terms of growth of 

multilateral events and increased participants/events ratio) and, more

over, more mutually involving and purposeful. This last finding is 
shown by the predominance of the bilateral and multilateral against 

the "organizer-participantCs)" type of event-interactions.

3.2. Transfrontier interactions reveal also in the "behavioral category 

variable more purposefulness and greater relevance. There are no dra

matical differences when comparing them with the rest of the transna-
of.__tionel events, but a relatively more than proportional; presencey meetings 

visits and inspections, paralleled by a less then proportional presence 

of mere exhibitions, can be ascertained.

3.3. Symmetrical interactions (between actors of the same functional 
levLl) are ever, more present in the transfrcntier relations.

3.4. In the context of the Alpe-Adria transfrontier region, contacts 

are more likely with the closer partners. Also thie multilateral events 

are in most inste'ices a matter of the three bordering regions: Friuli- 
Vc.nstia Julia, Carinthia and Slovenia.

3.E:. Also, the disaggregation of the events by the four provinces 

reveals that the interactions are more frequent with the interface 
partners. This is not true, as it has been already seen, for the 
stronger centers that are less geographically determined in their pre

ferences.

3.B. In the csss of reconnection of contacts with a transfrontier 
partner,, which was formerly interrupted, the economic sector comes 
first, followed zy the cultural and social one, and last, the political

sector.

3.7. In the cose of reconnection of contacts with Jugoslavia at a 
transnational level, the first actors to move were those that belonged 

to ti e intrantional nori-governmental level (the non-6ffici£l ones).

• 3. Transfrontier interactions.
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Definitions of items of the variable "sector" (according to the 
"nature" of the event and/or major concern of the actors involved)

CULTURAL

To this category belong all the events that, because of the type 
of actor involved or the matter of the transaction, can be referred to 

the broad issue-area of culture. In this area are to be included the 

arts, music, literature, cinema, photography, theatre. All the events 
referring to activities in the field of education, schools, technology, 

and research are to be excluded because they form a separate categories.

RESEARCH, EDUCATION

All that refyrs to the study and application of discoveries in 
all the fields cf scientific research, included the activity of uni

versities and of other public cr private research institutions and 

all that refers to the activity of schools and other educational 

institutions, included the exchanges cf students and visits of *

students abrced.

ECONGT’ÎIC

All that rr.fsrs to trade, industry, finance, etc. Any type of 
economic agreements, support., exchange or fixing of customs tariffs.

POLITICAL ‘

All the events that refer to behaviours or declarations that 

try to modify or Tiantain the interrelating systems. In this category 

will fall all th£ meetings that have a rather general, purposeful.

APPENDIX III





character. To these meetings usually participate governmental actors 

or those classified as political oi'ganizations.

EMIGRATION AND INTERETHNIC RELATIONS

Events that involve emigrants or associations of emigrant or 

that effect these actors and events that involve ethnic organizations 

or affect ethnic groups as such.

TOURISM

All the events that refer to the activity of Tourist Boards, 

tourist associations and the promotion of tourism.

SPORT

Ail the sport eventr. and the meetings, conferences on this 

rr,otter.

•_- v.“UNICArIQNS, TRANSPORT AND REGIONAL PLANNING

All thct refers to the use, inprovement, creation of means of 

r*.~—jnioetion of people, goods, energy and information and the 

‘•‘■‘.vitios of regional and city planning.

’V-.i ’ r-'{

. *• refers tn armies, armaments, military operations.

* ' * refera to the activity of churches, religious associa-
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DIPLOMATIC

All that x-efers to the diplomatic services and their activity.

ASSISTANCE RELIEF

All the events related to the activity of assistance and relief 

associations, in particular the activities related to the international 

aid in occasion of the 1976 earthquakes in Friuli.
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